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Figure 3: Compact optical frequency reference based on Doppler-free spectroscopy of molecular iodine. The 

optical components are integrated on a glass base plate by means of a space-qualified adhesive in order to 

guarantee the robustness of the structure necessary for use in space [7]. 

In its activities the department will cooperate closely with industry, space agencies, universities and 

research institutes. In particular, collaborations with the following companies and institutions are 

planned: Airbus Friedrichshafen, Space Tech and Menlo Systems as well as the Ferdinand Braun 

Institute for Highest Frequency Technology in Berlin, the Leibniz University Hannover, the University of 

Bremen, Ulm University, the Humboldt University in Berlin and the institutes DLR-KN, DLR-RY, GFZ 

Potsdam, DLR-SI and the Galileo Competence Center in Oberpfaffenhofen. 

2.2.2. Quantum Information and Communication 

The goal of the department is experimental research and development in quantum information and 

communication. This includes topics ranging from fundamental research (quantum limits of 

communication at large loss, influence of relativistic quantum information in communication 

protocols, fundamental tests of travelling quantum states) to concrete joint realizations with industry 

(world-wide quantum communication with satellites and air planes, quantum cryptographic long-term 

security of critical infrastructure, optimized ground stations for quantum communication). 

In quantum security economical quantum cryptographic satellite systems will be developed together 

with partners from industry and academia that will protect infrastructure from threats of future 

quantum computers. A long-term goal is the connection of quantum computing nodes over world-

wide distances via satellites. A close collaboration is planned with the DLR-KN institute concerning 

classical optical technology as well as with the other departments of the newly established institutes 

creating synergy of techniques from quantum communication and sensing and metrology. 

Satellite-based quantum cryptography enables long-term secure communication over long distances 

and is of strategic importance both for government and private institutions [12]. Protection of critical 

infrastructure such as satellite navigation is of prime importance and the department will engage on 
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Advantages of Space

• Global coverage.

• Intercontinental links.

• Microgravity conditions.

• Gravitationally quiet environment.

Important Synergies

Fundamental Physics + Practical Applications
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The main challenge for a practical QKD is to extend the
communication range to long distances, ultimately on a
global scale. A promising solution to this problem is
exploiting satellite and space-based links [10,11]. That
way, one can conveniently connect two remote points
on Earth with greatly reduced channel loss because most
of the photons’ propagation path is in empty space
with negligible loss and decoherence. Very recently,
QKD from a low-Earth-orbit satellite, Micius, to the
Xinglong ground station close to Beijing has been dem-
onstrated with a satellite-to-ground-station distance of up to
1200 km [12].
In this Letter, we use the Micius satellite as a trusted

relay to distribute secure keys between multiple distant
locations in China and Europe. The Micius satellite,
launched in August 2016, orbits at an altitude of about
500 km. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the three cooperating
ground stations are located in Xinglong (near Beijing,
40°23045.1200N, 117°34038.8500E, altitude of 890 m),
Nanshan (near Urumqi, 43°28031.6600N, 87°10036.0700E,
altitude of 2028 m), and Graz (47°401.7200N,
15°29035.9200E, altitude of 490 m). The distances from
Xinglong to Nanshan and Graz are 2500 and 7600 km,
respectively.
In this work, QKD is performed in a downlink

scenario—from the satellite to the ground. One of the
payloads in the satellite is a space-qualified QKD trans-
mitter [12], which uses weak coherent laser pulses to
implement a decoy-state Bennett-Brassard 1984 (BB84)
protocol that is immune to the photon-number-splitting
attack [13,14]. Eight tunable fiber lasers, emitting light
pulses with a wavelength of !850 nm at a repetition

rate of 100 MHz, are used to generate the signal, decoy,
and vacuum states. After being collected into single-mode
fibers and collimated, the laser pulses enter a BB84-
encoding module. It consists of a half-wave plate (HWP),
two polarizing beam splitters (PBSs), and one nonpola-
rizing beam splitter (BS). The photons emitted and sent
to the ground station are randomly prepared in one
of the four polarization states: horizontal, vertical,
linear 45°, and linear "45°. In the three ground stations,
corresponding BB84-decoding setups are used, consisting
of a BS, a HWP, two PBSs and four single-photon
detectors [15].
For secure QKD, the average intensity per pulse sent

over the channel has to be at the single-photon level. As
the photons travel from the fast-moving satellite
(!7.6 km=s) through the atmosphere to the ground station
over typically !1000 km, several effects contribute to the
channel loss, such as beam diffraction, pointing errors,
atmospheric turbulence, and absorption. As is typical for
photonic communication, decoherence can be ignored.
To obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio in the QKD
protocol, one cannot increase the signal power but only
reduce the channel attenuation and background noise. In
order to optimize the link efficiency, we combine a
narrow transmitting beam divergence (!10 !rad) with
high-bandwidth acquisition, pointing, and tracking tech-
nique that ensures a typical tracking accuracy of !1 !rad
(Ref. [12] and extended data Table I). To reduce the
background noise, the BB84-decoding setups in the
optical ground stations are designed with a small field
of view and employ low dark-count rate single-photon
detectors.

FIG. 1. Illustration of the three cooperating ground stations (Graz, Nanshan, and Xinglong). Listed are all paths used for key
generation and the corresponding final key length.
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Also demonstration of satellite-based entanglement distribution 
and ground-to-satellite quantum teleportation.

 Quantum Key Distribution 
from space

• Free-space optical links instead of 
optical fibers (limited to tens of km 
without quantum repeaters).

• Intercontinental QKD.

• Global coverage.
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Figure 2 Simplified scheme of the optical COW experiment in space. A time-bin superposition is
generated by injecting a single photon wavepacket into a unbalanced MZIs. The photon is sent
towards a satellite, where an identical MZI is located. Interference detected at the satellite reveals
the gravitationally induced phase shift.

obtain a closed form is the phase di↵erence due to the di↵erence in the emission

times. When the two MZIs are properly calibrated, a phase shift due to the gravi-

tational redshift will be observed. In this case, if the satellite is not geostationary,

the main challenge is represented by the necessity to compensate for the first-order

Doppler e↵ect. To solve the above issue, an improvement of the above scheme was

recently proposed to measure the Doppler shift introduced by the relative motion

of the satellite to ground, and to remove it from the final result [41, 42]: in addition

to MZIs on the spacecraft and the ground station, satellite retroreflectors located in

space are used to send some portion of the upcoming light back to the ground. The

latter, detected on ground, can be used to measure the first-order Doppler e↵ect,

since gravitational e↵ects compensate in the two-way propagation. The Doppler

shift was assessed in previous experiments [24] and exploited as the modulator of

the time-bin qubit phase as a function of the instantaneous velocity of the satellite.

This modulation, though passive, may also be seen as a resource when ascertaining

the visibility of the interference phenomena.

The photon temporal superposition state along the space channel may be kept in

a single polarization by exploiting suitable corner cube technology for the retrore-

flectors, as demonstrated for space quantum communications [43], thus allowing for

a large parameter space for the observables under test; the latter use was pivotal in

the test in space of the Wheeler “delayed choice Gedanken-experiment”, address-

ing the well-known wave-particle duality of quantum physics [44, 45]. We note that

the scheme proposed in [41, 42] exploits classical light in order to test the Einstein

Equivalence Principle in the optical domain. However, extending the scheme by

using single-photon wavepackets will allow the measurement of a gravitationally

induced phase shift on a quantum state. Finally, the temporal resolution for the

discrimination of the interference is a sensible parameter for the experimental de-

sign. Present limits in the case of a link to a MEO satellite are of order of a quarter

of nanosecond [45].

The gravitational phase shift measured by the experiment depicted in Fig. 2 is

connected with a small shift, caused by the gravitational field, of the time di↵erence

between the modes encoding the time bins. This shift is of the order of 10�10 times
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Long baselines are only achievable with space 
deployment

1. Baseline > 1200 km (current entanglement 
record)

2. Baseline > 6000 km (likely upcoming 
teleportation demonstration from MEO)

3. Baseline > 2·Rearth~ (benchmark for future 
linkage of quantum sensors)

4. Baseline ~ ½ Earth-Moon distance (time of 
flight > human decision time)

5. Baseline ~ Earth-Moon distance (longest range 
possible for 2-node quantum links with 
aggressive technology assumptions)
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long-baseline quantum optics

Test Bell’s inequality and quantum 
teleportation across extreme baselines M
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the two paths of the interferometer are held at di↵erent gravitational potentials.

This will create a frequency- and path-dependent phase di↵erence which can then

potentially be resolved by the interferometer, allowing us to study the e↵ects of

a curved spacetime on an entangled quantum system. An explicit implementation

consisting of a ground station (G), a spacecraft (S) and an optical link is shown in

Figure 6. A pair of frequency-entangled photons is generated in the ground station

Figure 6 Frequency-entangled HOM interferometer sensitive to the gravitational redshift and
consisting of a ground station and a spacecraft. a.) Simplified schematic. Photons experience
di↵erent gravitational potentials, depending on which path they take. b.) Overlapping-path
architecture, with a single uplink channel for both photons; polarization entanglement ensures
that only interfering processes are present, i.e., due to the polarizing beamsplitters, each photon
takes one long and one short path.

and sent through the optical link to the spacecraft, where they are detected. One

interferometer arm involves a delay line in the ground station, whereas the other

arm involves an analogous delay line in the spacecraft, where the two arms are then

recombined on a beamsplitter with single-photon detectors at the two exit ports.

Whereas delay lines with equal physical length ` would lead to a balanced inter-

ferometer for a traditional experiment on Earth, in this proposed setup relativistic

e↵ects and the changing distance between the ground station and the spacecraft

give rise to the following time shift between the two interferometer arms, obtained

up to order 1/c3 within a post-Newtonian expansion in powers of v/c and U/c2:

⌧ =
`

c

✓✓
1 + (n̂ · vS)(tr)/c

1 + (n̂ · vG)(te)/c

◆✓
dt/d⌧S
dt/d⌧G

◆
� 1

◆
, (16)

where (n̂ · vG)(te) and (n̂ · vS)(tr) are, respectively, the velocity of the ground sta-

tion along the direction of the optical link at the time of emission te and similarly

for the spacecraft at the time of reception tr. The factor containing these velocities

corresponds to the Doppler e↵ect associated with the motion of the two stations

(ground and spacecraft)[6]. The ratio between (dt/d⌧S) and (dt/d⌧G), which respec-

tively account for the special relativistic time dilation and the gravitational redshift

[6]For su�ciently long delay lines or quantum memories, the changes of (n̂ · vG) and

(n̂ · vS) over the time `/c would also need to be accounted for.
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Abstract

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Deep Space Quantum Link
mission concept enables a unique set of science experiments by establishing
robust quantum optical links across extremely long baselines. Potential mission
configurations include establishing a quantum link between the Lunar Gateway
moon-orbiting space station and nodes on or near the Earth. In this publication,
we summarize the principal experimental goals of the Deep Space Quantum Link
mission. These include long-range teleportation, tests of gravitational coupling to
quantum states, and advanced tests of quantum nonlocality.

Keywords: Quantum Optics; Foundational Quantum Mechanics; General
Relativity

Introduction: The Case for Deep Space Quantum Optics
Space-based quantum optical links support future networking applications for quan-

tum sensing, quantum communications, and quantum information science [1–4]. In

addition, such links enable new scientific experiments impossible to reach in ter-

restrial experiments [5]. The Deep Space Quantum Link (DSQL) is a spacecraft

mission concept that aims to use extremely long-baseline quantum optical links to

test fundamental quantum physics in novel special and general relativistic regimes

[6–8]. DSQL is currently in the pre-project developmental phase, with expected

mission integration planned to begin in the late 2020’s. One or more nodes of a

DSQL network could deploy on deep space platforms, such as the Lunar Gateway

(LG) [9] or Orion modules.

A key challenge of contemporary physics is the reconciliation of gravity and quan-

tum mechanics. Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime (QFTCST), estab-

lished in the 1970’s, is the most reliable theory combining two well-established

theories: quantum field theory for matter and general relativity for spacetime dy-

namics. It predicts e↵ects like Hawking radiation from black holes [10], and, with

extension to semi-classical gravity, provides the theoretical framework for inflation-

ary cosmology which foretells a spatially-flat universe [11]. However, most tests of

QFTCST, either in the laboratory setting of analog gravity, or set in strong-field
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 Gravitational redshiftTime & frequency distribution
from space

• Next-generation GNSS.

• Clock comparisons for metrological and 
fundamental physics applications.

• Intercontinental comparisons.

• Eventually master clock in space.

• Global coverage.

• Chronometric geodesy.

• General relativistic effect:

• Test of Equivalence Principle:   

• Must be taken into account in practical 
applications (e.g. GNSS).

• It can be exploited itself.
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Chronometric (relativistic) geodesy

(2000) on the re-definition of Terrestrial Time (TT) to turn the constant LG (related to the rate between 
TT and Geocentric Coordinate Time TCG) into a defining constant with a fixed value and zero 
uncertainty, which implies a value of W0 (IAU 2000) = 62,636,856.00 m2s-2 (see section 2.4 for further 
details). Therefore, due to the significant differences between these two and other existing W0 values, 
it is important to clearly document which zero level surface and gravity potential have been employed 
in any particular situation. Petit et al. (2014) denote these two definitions as “classical geoid” and 
“chronometric geoid”, respectively. It is clear that the definition of the zero level surface (W0 issue) is 
largely a matter of convention, where a good option is probably to select a conventional value for W0 
(referring to a certain epoch, without a strict relationship to MSL), accompanied by static modelling of 
the corresponding zero level surface, and to describe then the potential of the time-variable mean 
ocean surface for any given point in time as the deviation from this reference value. 

 

2.2   The geometric levelling approach and heights 

Level surfaces or equipotential surfaces are surfaces of constant gravity potential W. Based on 
equation (2.4), the gravity potential differential (associated with differentially separated level surfaces) 
can be expressed as 

 gradW W W
dW dx dy dz W g dn

x y z
w w w

 � �    �
w w w

ds gds  , (2.6) 

where ds is the vectorial line element, g is the magnitude of the gravity vector, and dn is the distance 
along the outer normal of the level surface (zenith or vertical). Since only the projection of ds along 
the plumb lime (direction of g) enters, dW is independent of the path, and hence no work is necessary 
for a displacement along the level surface W = const. This means that the level surfaces are 
equilibrium surfaces, which may be described by the surface of freely-moving homogeneous water 
masses that are only affected by gravity. The geoid, defined as a selected equipotential surface W = W0 
related to MSL, may be considered as the surface of such an idealized ocean, being extended under the 
continents (e.g. by a system of conducting tubes). Furthermore, if ds is taken along the level surface, 
then it follows from dW = 0 that the gravity vector g is normal to the level surface, or, in other words, 
that the level surfaces are intersected at right angles by the plumb lines.  

Equation (2.6) provides the link between the potential difference dW (a physical quantity) and the 
difference in height dn (a geometric quantity) of neighbouring level surfaces. Hence, a combination of 
(quasi)-differential height determinations, as provided by geometric levelling (see Fig. 2.1), and 
gravity measurements deliver potential differences. Because gravity g is changing along the level 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Principle of geometric (or spirit) levelling along with equipotential (or level) surfaces, plumb lines and 
orthometric heights. 
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geometric levelling

Relativistic Geodesy with Clock Networks
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! 1.0×10#"$ ~ ∆$ 0.1 m!/s! ~ ∆ℎ (1.0 cm)

• gravity potential difference
• physical height difference 

∆"
" = 1.0×10#$% = 1 s / 30 Gy

Arne Bjerhammar (1985, 1986)

chronometric levelling

• Gravitational redshift:       

• Chronometric levelling:  comparison between a transportable clock and a fixed reference.

• Optical links to satellite    global coverage

�f/f ⇡ 10�18 �H ⇡ 1 cm
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A�highͲperformance�optical�clock�in�an�elliptical�orbit

FOCOS Mission concept

Optical�clock�performance:�1�x�10Ͳ16 tͲ1/2,�1�x�10Ͳ18 uncertainty

5,000 km 22,800 km

Optical�link:�<1�x�10Ͳ16 tͲ1,�<�5�x�10Ͳ19 bias

Orbit�modulates�gravitational�potential:�2.4�x�10Ͳ10 variation

Orbit�observation�times�(2�hours�apogee,�30�minutes�perigee)�enable�redshift�
uncertainty�of�2.4�x�10Ͳ8 in�a�single�8Ͳhour�orbit.

Average 100 orbits to reach 2.4 ppb.

Orbit�location/velocity�known�to�5�mm/�mm/s�(twoͲway�Doppler�link)

FOCOS Schematic

Dual�Yb�Optical�lattice�clock

Clock�in�orbit

Ground�clocks

TwoͲway�optical�link

ESA UNCLASSIFIED - For Official Use L. Cacciapuoti | NASA Clocks in Space Workshop| 17/06/2021 | Slide  22

Measurement concept
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Volume: 1172x867x1246 mm3

Mass: 240 kg (w/o CEPA)
Power: 600 W

The ACES payload

o PHARAO (CNES): Atomic clock based on laser 
cooled Cs atoms

o SHM: Active hydrogen maser 

o FCDP: Frequency comparison and distribution

o MWL: T&F transfer link

o GNSS receiver
o ELT: Optical link

o Support subsystems
• XPLC: External PL computer

• PDU: Power distribution unit, 

• Mechanical, thermal subsystems

• CEPA: Columbus External PL Adapter

• H-maser + Cs cold-atom microwave clock.

• Microwave & optical time/frequency links.

• Expected launch in 2022.

ACES
(Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space)

FOCOS
(Fundamental physics with an Optical Clock 

Orbiting in Space)

• Dual Yb optical clock.

• Two-way optical time/frequency link.

• Future mission proposal.
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Atom interferometers as accelerometers
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Wave–particle duality1 underpins the 
possibility of matter displaying the same 
type of interference phenomena as light. 
Indeed, matter- wave interference has been 
demonstrated for a variety of systems, 
including electrons2,3, neutrons4,5, atoms6–9 
and even biomolecules10. However, 
atoms have become the prime choice for 
matter- wave interferometry precision 
measurements thanks to their precise 
controllability (enabled by their internal 
structure, whose quantum states can be 
manipulated with electromagnetic fields) 
and their lack of electric charge, which 
ensures little interaction with unwanted 
environmental influences, such as electric 
and magnetic fields.

Many atom interferometers conceptually 
resemble an optical Mach–Zehnder 
interferometer. In such an interferometer, 
a!light beam is split by a beamsplitter into two 
beams, which, after a certain distance, are 
redirected towards each other with mirrors 
and mixed in another beamsplitter, when 
they overlap again. This leads to interference 
visible in the power emerging from the 
two output ports of the final beamsplitter. 
Today, most atom interferometers rely on 
light- pulse atom- optical elements: light 
takes the role of mirrors and beamsplitters 
for the matter waves, effectively inverting 
the roles of light and matter in a traditional, 
optical interferometer. When laser light 

creates the matter- wave counterpart of a 
Mach–Zehnder interferometer (FIG.!1b).

Since the first laboratory demonstration 
of atom interferometers over 25 years!ago8,12, 
many variants have been developed and, 
nowadays, these devices are used in 
applications ranging from the foundations 
of physics13–15 to commercial quantum 
technologies16. This Perspective describes 
the applications and highlights the 
challenges in taking atom interferometers 
from proof- of-principle laboratory- based 
systems to portable devices used in real- 
world environments. This journey from the 
lab to the users is summarized in FIG.!2.

Precision for fundamental physics
Tests of fundamental physics provide 
a relatively straightforward first step 
on the road from laboratory proof- 
of-principle experiments to applications, 
as the instrument stays in a well- controlled 
laboratory environment, is operated 
by!scientists and the main focus is on 
increasing precision. We review several 
developments, starting with the use of 
atom interferometry as a tool to determine 
fundamental constants.

Fundamental constants
Atomic masses and fine- structure 
constant!". When an atom absorbs a photon, 
it also absorbs the photon’s momentum, 
resulting in a change of its kinetic energy 
by an amount equal to the recoil energy. 
Extending the laser- pulse sequence in an 
atom interferometer to four #/2 pulses 
creates two closed interferometers (FIG.!3a). 
The difference between the phase shifts of 
the two interferometers17 is proportional 
to the recoil energy acquired during the 
beamsplitter #/2 pulses.

Combining this interferometer scheme 
with a precise determination of the 
wavelength of the light used for the laser 
pulses allows to obtain a precise value of 
h/mX, where h denotes Planck’s constant and 
mX is the mass of the atomic species17. In the 
new SI units18, where the value of h is fixed, 
this approach provides a direct measurement 
of the inertial mass at microscopic scales. 
A link to macroscopic scales can then be 
established through the silicon spheres of the 
Avogadro Project19, whose total number of 
atoms can be very accurately determined.

resonant with an atomic transition interacts 
with an atom, it coherently drives the 
populations in the ground and excited states 
in an oscillatory manner, the so- called Rabi 
oscillations11 (FIG.!1a). Starting with the atoms 
in the ground state and timing the laser 
pulse to stop after a quarter of an oscillation, 
that is, after a #/2 phase evolution of the  
Rabi oscillation, will put the atoms into 
an equal-probability superposition of the 
ground and excited states. This so-called  
‘#/2 pulse’ acts as a 50:50 beamsplitter. 
Similarly, a ‘# pulse’ is timed to last half an 
oscillation and inverts the population of the 
ground and excited states, acting as a mirror.

Taking into account the photon 
momentum, these laser pulses create a 
superposition not only of internal but  
also of momentum states. The excited!part  
of the superposition, which has absorbed 
the photon and acquired the photon 
momentum, will move away from the 
part left in the ground state, allowing 
the atoms to simultaneously travel along 
different trajectories. When these paths 
differ in height, the resulting interference 
phase will depend on the gravitational 
potential difference between the trajectories, 
and the interferometer becomes a very 
sensitive gravity sensor. The simplest 
case of an atom- interferometer gravity 
sensor relies on three light pulses in a 
#/2$#$#/2 sequence, which effectively 
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Fundamental physics and practical applications
Extensive searches48 for massive dark- 

matter candidates known as WIMPs 
(weakly interacting massive particles) 
have not yet provided a widely accepted 
direct observation, spurring a growing 
experimental interest in exploring a wider 
range of dark- matter hypotheses. In this 
respect, the possibility that dark matter 
could be attributed to coherent oscillations 
within sub- galactic regions of ultralight 
scalar or pseudoscalar fields has recently 
been gaining increasing attention49. 
These oscillations could lead to small 
periodic variations in space and time of 
the parameters of the standard model, 
which could be detected in highly sensitive 
gravimetry measurements as a small 
modulation in the time of the acceleration 
experienced by freely falling atoms50.  
They could also produce small oscillations 
of the transition energies between 
electronic states that could be identified by 
comparing different atomic clocks at the 
same location51 or pairs of identical atom 
interferometers separated by long distances 
but interrogated by common laser beams50. 
Experimentally, the search for dark matter 
and dark energy with atom interferometry is 
in the early stages and provides a fascinating 
direction for future development.

Gravitational- wave detection
Atom interferometry offers a 
complementary approach52,53 to the 
established laser interferometry for the 
detection of gravitational waves. Two atom 
interferometers coherently manipulated 
by the same light field can be interpreted 
as a differential phase metre tracking the 
distance traversed by the light field. Based 
on this principle, space- borne detectors54,55 
have been proposed which target a similar 
performance as the laser interferometer used 
in the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 
(LISA) project55,56.

Atom interferometers have been 
proposed to cover the gap in the frequency 
band of 0.1–10 Hz between LISA and 
ground- based laser interferometers 
such as Virgo and the Advanced Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational Wave 
Observatory (AdvLIGO)57. Concepts 
for setups on Earth with a vertical52 or 
horizontal57 baseline have been discussed, 
with developments towards the latter 
geometry under way in the Matter- wave 
laser Interferometric Gravitation Antenna 
(MIGA) consortium59.

The European Laboratory for 
Gravitation and Atom- Interferometric 
Research (ELGAR) facility proposes to 
design the first long- baseline infrastructure 
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Fig. 2 | A roadmap for the development of portable quantum sensors. The road from the first proof-of- 
principle laboratory demonstration of atom- interferometer gravity sensors to portable consumer 
devices consists of a sequence of increasingly complex scientific and technological challenges. Each 
step is independent of the subsequent ones, but benefits from the previous developments. Addressing 
each challenge opens up new application areas; hence, the emergence of practical measurement 
systems in this particular sequence is likely. However, many improvements and further refinements in 
each class of devices will happen in parallel.
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We simultaneously measure the gravitationally induced phase shift in two Raman-type matter-wave
interferometers operated with laser-cooled ensembles of 87Rb and 39K atoms. Our measurement yields an
Eötvös ratio of !Rb;K! "0.3# 5.4$ ! 10!7. We briefly estimate possible bias effects and present strategies
for future improvements.
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The universality of free fall (UFF) emerges [1] from the
equality of the inertial and the gravitational mass, which
Hertz [2] already in 1884 called a “wonderful mystery.” In
1915, Albert Einstein made this postulate into one of the
cornerstones of general relativity. Although UFF has been
verified in numerous tests [3,4], today different scenarios
reconciling general relativity and quantummechanics allow
a violation of the UFF. For this reason, more precise tests
are presently pursued [5–7] and new measurement tech-
niques are developed. One intriguing approach consists of
comparing the accelerations of different quantum objects to
a high precision. In this Letter, we report the first quantum
test of the UFF with matter waves of two different atomic
species.
We simultaneously compare the free-fall accelerations

gRb and gK of 87Rb and 39K measured by inertial-sensitive
Mach-Zehnder-type interferometers shown in Fig. 1
employing stimulated two-photon Raman transitions and
extract the Eötvös ratio
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A UFF violation, that is, !Rb;K " 0, yields a difference in
the inertial mass min and gravitational mass mgr of, or an
additional force coupling different to the two species.
There exist two types of quantum tests of UFF. (i) The

first one [8,9] compares the accelerations obtained by
measuring the gravitationally induced phase shift of freely
falling matter waves of neutrons [10] or atoms to the one
measured with classical gravimeters. (ii) The second one,
which is solely of quantum nature, compares this phase
shift for two types of matter waves such as different
rubidium isotopes [11–13] or strontium isotopes [14].
Today, there are numerous initiatives [15–22] on the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Space-time evolution of the rubidium and
potassium atoms in a Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer posi-
tioned in a constant gravitational field pointing downwards.
Coherent Raman processes at t ! 0; T and 2T between the states
jFi ! 1; pi and jFi ! 2; p% !keff;ii, where i is either Rb or K
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Does gravity influence local measurements? The equiv-
alence principle (EP), which posits that all gravitational
effects disappear locally [1], is the foundation of general
relativity [2] and other geometric theories of gravity. Most
theoretical unification attempts that couple gravity to the
standard model lead to EP violations [3]. In addition, tests
of the equivalence principle search for perturbations of
geometric gravity and are sensitive to exotic interactions
[4,5] that couple differently to the test masses. These tests
are complementary to searches for large-scale variations of
unknown fields [6] and are carried out with local probes
that can be precisely controlled.
EP tests are often characterized by the Eötvös parameter

!, which is the relative acceleration of the test masses
divided by the average acceleration between the test masses
and the nearby gravitational source. With classical
accelerometers, EP violation has been constrained to ! <
1.8 ! 10!13 by torsion balances in a laboratory setting [7]
and to ! < 1.3 ! 10!14 by the concluded space mission
MICROSCOPE [8].
We perform an equivalence principle test by interfero-

metrically measuring the relative acceleration of freely
falling clouds of atoms. Atom clouds are well-suited test
masses because they spend 99.9% of the interrogation
time in free fall and the remainder in precisely controlled
interactions with the interferometry lasers. In addition,
atoms have uniform and well-characterized physical pro-
perties. Compared to classical tests, atom-interferometric
(AI) EP tests are influenced by different sources of
systematic error [9]. AI EP tests can be performed
between isotopes that differ only in neutron number,
and quantum tests are especially sensitive to particular
violation mechanisms [10]. However, previous AI EP tests
[11–14] have been limited to ! < 3 ! 10!8 in dual-species
comparisons [14] and ! < 1.4 ! 10!9 in comparisons
between ground states of a single species [15],
largely due to a lack of sensitivity compared to classical
experiments.

In this Letter, we report an atom-interferometric test of
the equivalence principle between 85Rb and 87Rb with
! ! "1.6# 1.8$stat% # 3.4$syst%& ! 10!12, consistent with
zero violation at the 10!12 level. This result improves by
four orders of magnitude on the best previous dual-species
EP test with atoms [14]. We achieve high sensitivity by
utilizing a long interferometer time T and a large momen-
tum splitting between interferometer arms. With a reso-
lution of 1.4 ! 10!11 g per shot and 15 s cycle time, the
interferometer attains the highest sensitivity to ! of any
laboratory experiment to date [7].
The relative acceleration between 85Rb and 87Rb is

measured with a dual-species atom interferometer. The
experimental apparatus is described in [16]. We prepare
ultracold clouds of 85Rb and 87Rb by evaporative cooling in
a magnetic trap. The subsequent magnetic lensing sequence
lowers the horizontal kinetic energies to 25 nK but
introduces a 1.8 mm vertical offset between the two
isotopes. The other kinematic degrees of freedom (d.o.f.)
remain matched. The clouds are then trapped in a vertical
1D optical lattice and accelerated to 13 m=s in 20 ms
(launch height "8.6 m). This laser lattice launch acceler-
ates the atoms to approximately the final lattice velocity.
Each isotope is accelerated to a distinct, even multiple of its
recoil velocity !k=m. We choose a final lattice velocity
such that the vertical velocities of the two isotopes are
overlapped to within 1 mm=s. To spatially overlap the
clouds, we apply species-selective Raman transitions that
kick the two isotopes in opposite directions. After a 77 ms
drift time and removal of untransferred atoms, the Raman
transitions are reversed, and the clouds are overlapped to
within 65 "m. The Raman pulses also provide velocity
selection, and the detunings of the Raman pulses allow the
average vertical velocity of each isotope to be individually
controlled, improving the velocity overlap to within
60 "m=s.
The interferometer beam splitters consist of sequences of

two-photon Bragg transitions [16] that transfer 4!k, 8!k, or
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ultracold clouds of 85Rb and 87Rb by evaporative cooling in
a magnetic trap. The subsequent magnetic lensing sequence
lowers the horizontal kinetic energies to 25 nK but
introduces a 1.8 mm vertical offset between the two
isotopes. The other kinematic degrees of freedom (d.o.f.)
remain matched. The clouds are then trapped in a vertical
1D optical lattice and accelerated to 13 m=s in 20 ms
(launch height "8.6 m). This laser lattice launch acceler-
ates the atoms to approximately the final lattice velocity.
Each isotope is accelerated to a distinct, even multiple of its
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Precision measurement of the Newtonian
gravitational constant using cold atoms
G. Rosi1, F. Sorrentino1, L. Cacciapuoti2, M. Prevedelli3 & G. M. Tino1

About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula

F r! "~{G
M1M2

r2 r̂

where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
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tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
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apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
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along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
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central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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Precision measurement of the Newtonian
gravitational constant using cold atoms
G. Rosi1, F. Sorrentino1, L. Cacciapuoti2, M. Prevedelli3 & G. M. Tino1

About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula

F r! "~{G
M1M2

r2 r̂

where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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We simultaneously measure the gravitationally induced phase shift in two Raman-type matter-wave
interferometers operated with laser-cooled ensembles of 87Rb and 39K atoms. Our measurement yields an
Eötvös ratio of !Rb;K! "0.3# 5.4$ ! 10!7. We briefly estimate possible bias effects and present strategies
for future improvements.
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The universality of free fall (UFF) emerges [1] from the
equality of the inertial and the gravitational mass, which
Hertz [2] already in 1884 called a “wonderful mystery.” In
1915, Albert Einstein made this postulate into one of the
cornerstones of general relativity. Although UFF has been
verified in numerous tests [3,4], today different scenarios
reconciling general relativity and quantummechanics allow
a violation of the UFF. For this reason, more precise tests
are presently pursued [5–7] and new measurement tech-
niques are developed. One intriguing approach consists of
comparing the accelerations of different quantum objects to
a high precision. In this Letter, we report the first quantum
test of the UFF with matter waves of two different atomic
species.
We simultaneously compare the free-fall accelerations

gRb and gK of 87Rb and 39K measured by inertial-sensitive
Mach-Zehnder-type interferometers shown in Fig. 1
employing stimulated two-photon Raman transitions and
extract the Eötvös ratio

!Rb;K ! 2
gRb ! gK
gRb % gK

! 2
"mgr

min
$
Rb

! "mgr

min
$
K

"mgr

min
$
Rb

% "mgr

min
$
K

: (1)

A UFF violation, that is, !Rb;K " 0, yields a difference in
the inertial mass min and gravitational mass mgr of, or an
additional force coupling different to the two species.
There exist two types of quantum tests of UFF. (i) The

first one [8,9] compares the accelerations obtained by
measuring the gravitationally induced phase shift of freely
falling matter waves of neutrons [10] or atoms to the one
measured with classical gravimeters. (ii) The second one,
which is solely of quantum nature, compares this phase
shift for two types of matter waves such as different
rubidium isotopes [11–13] or strontium isotopes [14].
Today, there are numerous initiatives [15–22] on the

way to test the UFF with matter-wave interferometers both
on ground and in microgravity.
Matter-wave tests of the UFF differ from their classical

counterparts in several aspects. (i) The coherence lengths of
these quantum objects differ [23] by orders of magnitude as
compared to classical ones. (ii) Matter waves allow us to
perform both tests of the redshift and of the free fall using
the same species. (iii) Quantum tests are performed with
spin-polarized ensembles, a feature that is only available in
a few specific scenarios outside of matter-wave tests
[14,24–26]. (iv) Experiments with matter waves take
advantage of chemical species of highest istopic purity.
(v) Quantum tests enlarge the set of test-mass pairs
employed, for example, in torsion-balance experiments,

FIG. 1 (color online). Space-time evolution of the rubidium and
potassium atoms in a Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer posi-
tioned in a constant gravitational field pointing downwards.
Coherent Raman processes at t ! 0; T and 2T between the states
jFi ! 1; pi and jFi ! 2; p% !keff;ii, where i is either Rb or K
resulting from the "=2!, "!, and "=2 pulses allow for momen-
tum transfer in the downward (thick lines) and the upward (thin
lines) directions. The difference in the velocity change between
rubidium (black lines) and potassium (red lines) is not to scale.
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Atom-Interferometric Test of the Equivalence Principle at the 10!12 Level
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We use a dual-species atom interferometer with 2 s of free-fall time to measure the relative acceleration
between 85Rb and 87Rb wave packets in the Earth’s gravitational field. Systematic errors arising from
kinematic differences between the isotopes are suppressed by calibrating the angles and frequencies of the
interferometry beams. We find an Eötvös parameter of ! ! "1.6# 1.8$stat% # 3.4$syst%& ! 10!12, con-
sistent with zero violation of the equivalence principle. With a resolution of up to 1.4 ! 10!11 g per shot,
we demonstrate a sensitivity to ! of 5.4 ! 10!11=

!!!!!!
Hz

p
.
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Does gravity influence local measurements? The equiv-
alence principle (EP), which posits that all gravitational
effects disappear locally [1], is the foundation of general
relativity [2] and other geometric theories of gravity. Most
theoretical unification attempts that couple gravity to the
standard model lead to EP violations [3]. In addition, tests
of the equivalence principle search for perturbations of
geometric gravity and are sensitive to exotic interactions
[4,5] that couple differently to the test masses. These tests
are complementary to searches for large-scale variations of
unknown fields [6] and are carried out with local probes
that can be precisely controlled.
EP tests are often characterized by the Eötvös parameter

!, which is the relative acceleration of the test masses
divided by the average acceleration between the test masses
and the nearby gravitational source. With classical
accelerometers, EP violation has been constrained to ! <
1.8 ! 10!13 by torsion balances in a laboratory setting [7]
and to ! < 1.3 ! 10!14 by the concluded space mission
MICROSCOPE [8].
We perform an equivalence principle test by interfero-

metrically measuring the relative acceleration of freely
falling clouds of atoms. Atom clouds are well-suited test
masses because they spend 99.9% of the interrogation
time in free fall and the remainder in precisely controlled
interactions with the interferometry lasers. In addition,
atoms have uniform and well-characterized physical pro-
perties. Compared to classical tests, atom-interferometric
(AI) EP tests are influenced by different sources of
systematic error [9]. AI EP tests can be performed
between isotopes that differ only in neutron number,
and quantum tests are especially sensitive to particular
violation mechanisms [10]. However, previous AI EP tests
[11–14] have been limited to ! < 3 ! 10!8 in dual-species
comparisons [14] and ! < 1.4 ! 10!9 in comparisons
between ground states of a single species [15],
largely due to a lack of sensitivity compared to classical
experiments.

In this Letter, we report an atom-interferometric test of
the equivalence principle between 85Rb and 87Rb with
! ! "1.6# 1.8$stat% # 3.4$syst%& ! 10!12, consistent with
zero violation at the 10!12 level. This result improves by
four orders of magnitude on the best previous dual-species
EP test with atoms [14]. We achieve high sensitivity by
utilizing a long interferometer time T and a large momen-
tum splitting between interferometer arms. With a reso-
lution of 1.4 ! 10!11 g per shot and 15 s cycle time, the
interferometer attains the highest sensitivity to ! of any
laboratory experiment to date [7].
The relative acceleration between 85Rb and 87Rb is

measured with a dual-species atom interferometer. The
experimental apparatus is described in [16]. We prepare
ultracold clouds of 85Rb and 87Rb by evaporative cooling in
a magnetic trap. The subsequent magnetic lensing sequence
lowers the horizontal kinetic energies to 25 nK but
introduces a 1.8 mm vertical offset between the two
isotopes. The other kinematic degrees of freedom (d.o.f.)
remain matched. The clouds are then trapped in a vertical
1D optical lattice and accelerated to 13 m=s in 20 ms
(launch height "8.6 m). This laser lattice launch acceler-
ates the atoms to approximately the final lattice velocity.
Each isotope is accelerated to a distinct, even multiple of its
recoil velocity !k=m. We choose a final lattice velocity
such that the vertical velocities of the two isotopes are
overlapped to within 1 mm=s. To spatially overlap the
clouds, we apply species-selective Raman transitions that
kick the two isotopes in opposite directions. After a 77 ms
drift time and removal of untransferred atoms, the Raman
transitions are reversed, and the clouds are overlapped to
within 65 "m. The Raman pulses also provide velocity
selection, and the detunings of the Raman pulses allow the
average vertical velocity of each isotope to be individually
controlled, improving the velocity overlap to within
60 "m=s.
The interferometer beam splitters consist of sequences of

two-photon Bragg transitions [16] that transfer 4!k, 8!k, or
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Does gravity influence local measurements? The equiv-
alence principle (EP), which posits that all gravitational
effects disappear locally [1], is the foundation of general
relativity [2] and other geometric theories of gravity. Most
theoretical unification attempts that couple gravity to the
standard model lead to EP violations [3]. In addition, tests
of the equivalence principle search for perturbations of
geometric gravity and are sensitive to exotic interactions
[4,5] that couple differently to the test masses. These tests
are complementary to searches for large-scale variations of
unknown fields [6] and are carried out with local probes
that can be precisely controlled.
EP tests are often characterized by the Eötvös parameter

!, which is the relative acceleration of the test masses
divided by the average acceleration between the test masses
and the nearby gravitational source. With classical
accelerometers, EP violation has been constrained to ! <
1.8 ! 10!13 by torsion balances in a laboratory setting [7]
and to ! < 1.3 ! 10!14 by the concluded space mission
MICROSCOPE [8].
We perform an equivalence principle test by interfero-

metrically measuring the relative acceleration of freely
falling clouds of atoms. Atom clouds are well-suited test
masses because they spend 99.9% of the interrogation
time in free fall and the remainder in precisely controlled
interactions with the interferometry lasers. In addition,
atoms have uniform and well-characterized physical pro-
perties. Compared to classical tests, atom-interferometric
(AI) EP tests are influenced by different sources of
systematic error [9]. AI EP tests can be performed
between isotopes that differ only in neutron number,
and quantum tests are especially sensitive to particular
violation mechanisms [10]. However, previous AI EP tests
[11–14] have been limited to ! < 3 ! 10!8 in dual-species
comparisons [14] and ! < 1.4 ! 10!9 in comparisons
between ground states of a single species [15],
largely due to a lack of sensitivity compared to classical
experiments.

In this Letter, we report an atom-interferometric test of
the equivalence principle between 85Rb and 87Rb with
! ! "1.6# 1.8$stat% # 3.4$syst%& ! 10!12, consistent with
zero violation at the 10!12 level. This result improves by
four orders of magnitude on the best previous dual-species
EP test with atoms [14]. We achieve high sensitivity by
utilizing a long interferometer time T and a large momen-
tum splitting between interferometer arms. With a reso-
lution of 1.4 ! 10!11 g per shot and 15 s cycle time, the
interferometer attains the highest sensitivity to ! of any
laboratory experiment to date [7].
The relative acceleration between 85Rb and 87Rb is

measured with a dual-species atom interferometer. The
experimental apparatus is described in [16]. We prepare
ultracold clouds of 85Rb and 87Rb by evaporative cooling in
a magnetic trap. The subsequent magnetic lensing sequence
lowers the horizontal kinetic energies to 25 nK but
introduces a 1.8 mm vertical offset between the two
isotopes. The other kinematic degrees of freedom (d.o.f.)
remain matched. The clouds are then trapped in a vertical
1D optical lattice and accelerated to 13 m=s in 20 ms
(launch height "8.6 m). This laser lattice launch acceler-
ates the atoms to approximately the final lattice velocity.
Each isotope is accelerated to a distinct, even multiple of its
recoil velocity !k=m. We choose a final lattice velocity
such that the vertical velocities of the two isotopes are
overlapped to within 1 mm=s. To spatially overlap the
clouds, we apply species-selective Raman transitions that
kick the two isotopes in opposite directions. After a 77 ms
drift time and removal of untransferred atoms, the Raman
transitions are reversed, and the clouds are overlapped to
within 65 "m. The Raman pulses also provide velocity
selection, and the detunings of the Raman pulses allow the
average vertical velocity of each isotope to be individually
controlled, improving the velocity overlap to within
60 "m=s.
The interferometer beam splitters consist of sequences of

two-photon Bragg transitions [16] that transfer 4!k, 8!k, or
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Precision measurement of the Newtonian
gravitational constant using cold atoms
G. Rosi1, F. Sorrentino1, L. Cacciapuoti2, M. Prevedelli3 & G. M. Tino1

About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula

F r! "~{G
M1M2

r2 r̂

where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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Precision measurement of the Newtonian
gravitational constant using cold atoms
G. Rosi1, F. Sorrentino1, L. Cacciapuoti2, M. Prevedelli3 & G. M. Tino1

About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula

F r! "~{G
M1M2

r2 r̂

where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula
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where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula
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where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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Mitigation techniques for gravity gradients
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Figure 8. Orbital modulation (a) and gravity-gradient compensation (b) are two examples of e↵ective miti-
gation techniques. (a) In an inertial-pointing spacecraft ke↵ , and hence the sensitivity axis, remains constant
with respect to a non-rotating frame, whereas the direction of the local gravitational acceleration g changes
along the orbit. The signal of interest (possible UFF violations) is therefore modulated with a frequency !orb

and can be separated from systematic e↵ects whose modulation frequencies are di↵erent multiples of !orb.
(b) Spacetime diagram of the wave-packet trajectories in an atom interferometer for a freely falling frame. For
a uniform field these trajectories would be straight lines (dashed), but tidal forces open them up (continuous
lines) and would lead to an open interferometer. This can be overcome by suitably adjusting the momentum
transfer from the central pulse.

7.3. Orbital modulation

In laboratories on Earth the experimental set-up typically co-rotates with Earth. In
contrast, experiments in orbit around Earth o↵er more flexibility in this respect. In
fact, one can take advantage of the orbital modulation to separate the signal of interest
from various kinds of systematic e↵ects [239,240]. A simple choice is a spacecraft with
inertial pointing, i.e. vanishing angular velocity with respect to the non-rotating frame,
where the direction of ke↵ is fixed and unwanted e↵ects associated with rotations are
minimized. For a UFF test with a di↵erential measurement of two atomic species, as
described in Sec. 5.2, the signal is given by ke↵ · (g2 � g1)T 2 = ⌘2,1 ke↵ · g T 2 and
for a circular orbit with inertial pointing ke↵ · g / cos(!orbt). Instead, the systematic
e↵ects due to Earth’s gravity gradient and given by Equation (11) are proportional to
cos(2!orbt), as can be seen from the fact that the gravity gradient tensor is the same
for any pair of antipodal points on the orbit. On the other hand, the contribution from
the gravity gradient caused by the spacecraft itself is constant along the orbit and the
same is true for higher orders in a multipole expansion of the gravitational field around
the location of the atoms1, which are dominated by the local mass distribution (as
explained for instance in Appendix A of Ref. [39]).

It is therefore possible to separate those contributions with di↵erent modulation
frequencies when demodulating the measured signal through Fourier analysis. In par-
ticular, while the signal of interest is modulated at a frequency !orb, systematic e↵ects
due to Earth’s gravity gradient are modulated at 2!orb and those associated with the
spacecraft’s local mass distribution are time-independent (zero frequency). In addition,

1Earth’s gravitational field gives a much smaller contribution to higher orders in this multipole expansion
which does change along the orbit, but is typically suppressed by seven orders of magnitude or more compared
to the gravity-gradient term.
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25 Figure 8. Orbital modulation (a) and gravity-gradient compensation (b) are two examples of e↵ective miti-
gation techniques. (a) In an inertial-pointing spacecraft ke↵ , and hence the sensitivity axis, remains constant
with respect to a non-rotating frame, whereas the direction of the local gravitational acceleration g changes
along the orbit. The signal of interest (possible UFF violations) is therefore modulated with a frequency !orb

and can be separated from systematic e↵ects whose modulation frequencies are di↵erent multiples of !orb.
(b) Spacetime diagram of the wave-packet trajectories in an atom interferometer for a freely falling frame. For
a uniform field these trajectories would be straight lines (dashed), but tidal forces open them up (continuous
lines) and would lead to an open interferometer. This can be overcome by suitably adjusting the momentum
transfer from the central pulse.

7.3. Orbital modulation

In laboratories on Earth the experimental set-up typically co-rotates with Earth. In
contrast, experiments in orbit around Earth o↵er more flexibility in this respect. In
fact, one can take advantage of the orbital modulation to separate the signal of interest
from various kinds of systematic e↵ects [239,240]. A simple choice is a spacecraft with
inertial pointing, i.e. vanishing angular velocity with respect to the non-rotating frame,
where the direction of ke↵ is fixed and unwanted e↵ects associated with rotations are
minimized. For a UFF test with a di↵erential measurement of two atomic species, as
described in Sec. 5.2, the signal is given by ke↵ · (g2 � g1)T 2 = ⌘2,1 ke↵ · g T 2 and
for a circular orbit with inertial pointing ke↵ · g / cos(!orbt). Instead, the systematic
e↵ects due to Earth’s gravity gradient and given by Equation (11) are proportional to
cos(2!orbt), as can be seen from the fact that the gravity gradient tensor is the same
for any pair of antipodal points on the orbit. On the other hand, the contribution from
the gravity gradient caused by the spacecraft itself is constant along the orbit and the
same is true for higher orders in a multipole expansion of the gravitational field around
the location of the atoms1, which are dominated by the local mass distribution (as
explained for instance in Appendix A of Ref. [39]).

It is therefore possible to separate those contributions with di↵erent modulation
frequencies when demodulating the measured signal through Fourier analysis. In par-
ticular, while the signal of interest is modulated at a frequency !orb, systematic e↵ects
due to Earth’s gravity gradient are modulated at 2!orb and those associated with the
spacecraft’s local mass distribution are time-independent (zero frequency). In addition,

1Earth’s gravitational field gives a much smaller contribution to higher orders in this multipole expansion
which does change along the orbit, but is typically suppressed by seven orders of magnitude or more compared
to the gravity-gradient term.
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Atom interferometry tests of universality of free fall based on the differential measurement of two
different atomic species provide a useful complement to those based on macroscopic masses. However,
when striving for the highest possible sensitivities, gravity gradients pose a serious challenge. Indeed, the
relative initial position and velocity for the two species need to be controlled with extremely high accuracy,
which can be rather demanding in practice and whose verification may require rather long integration times.
Furthermore, in highly sensitive configurations gravity gradients lead to a drastic loss of contrast. These
difficulties can be mitigated by employing wave packets with narrower position and momentum widths, but
this is ultimately limited by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. We present a promising scheme that
overcomes these problems by compensating the effects of the gravity gradients and circumvents the
fundamental limitations due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Furthermore, it relaxes the experimental
requirements on initial colocation by several orders of magnitude.
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The equivalence principle is a cornerstone of general
relativity and Einstein’s key inspirational principle in his
quest for a relativistic theory of gravitational phenomena.
Experiments searching for small violations of the principle
are being pursued in earnest [1] since they could provide
evidence for violations of Loretnz invariance [2] or for
dilaton models inspired by string theory [3], and they could
offer invaluable hints of a long sought underlying funda-
mental theory for gravitation and particle physics. A central
aspect that has been tested to highprecision is the universality
of free fall (UFF) for test masses. Indeed, torsion balance
experiments have reached sensitivities at the 10!13 g level [4]
and it is hoped that this can be improved 2 orders of
magnitude in a forthcoming satellite mission [5].
An interesting alternative that has been receiving increas-

ing attention in recent years is to perform tests of UFF with
quantum systems and, more specifically, using atom inter-
ferometry. Instead of macroscopic test masses these kinds of
experiments compare the gravitational acceleration experi-
enced by atoms of different atomic species [6–10]. They offer
a valuable complement to traditional tests with macroscopic
objects because a wide range of new elements with rather
different properties can be employed, so that better boundson
models parametrizing violations of the equivalence principle
can be achieved even with lower sensitivities to differential
accelerations [8,11]. Furthermore, given the different kind of
systematics involved, they could help to gain confidence in
eventual evidence for violations of UFF.
By using neutral atoms prepared in magnetically insensi-

tive states and an appropriate shielding of the interferometry
region, one can greatly suppress the effect of spurious forces
acting on the atoms, which constitute excellent inertial
references [12–14]. State of the art gravimeters based on

atom interferometry can reach a precision of the order of
10!9g in 1 sec [15] and aremainly limited by thevibrations of
the retroreflecting mirror. When performing simultaneous
differential interferometry measurements for both species
and sharing the retroreflecting mirror (as sketched in Fig. 1),
common-mode rejection techniques can be exploited to
suppress the effects of vibration noise and enable higher
sensitivities for themeasurement of differential accelerations
[7,16–19]. Thus, although tests of UFF based on atom
interferometry have reached sensitivities up to 10!8g so
far, there are already plans for future space missions that aim
at sensitivities of 10!15g [20,21] by exploiting the longer
interferometer times available in space and the fact that the
sensitivity scales quadratically with the time.

FIG. 1. Sketch of an atom interferometry setup for differential
acceleration measurements of two different atomic species.
The various laser beams driving the diffraction processes for
both species share a common retroreflection mirror so that
vibration noise is highly suppressed in the differential phase-
shift measurement.
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A major challenge common to all Galilean drop tests of the universality of free fall (UFF) is the required
control over the initial kinematics of the two test masses upon release due to coupling to gravity gradients
and rotations. In this work, we consider a space-borne test of the UFF based on atom interferometry and
show that this detrimental effect can be mitigated at the 10!18 level given an initial differential position
(velocity) uncertainty in the order of !m (!m=s) of the test masses. This corresponds to a relaxation of the
source control by several orders of magnitude with respect to comparable mission scenarios, such as
the STE-QUEST mission proposal reported in [D. N. Aguilera et al., Classical Quantum Gravity 31,
115010 (2014)]. Our twofold mitigation strategy extends a compensation mechanism that is already
established in terrestrial experiments to satellite missions with varying gravity gradients and exploits the
spectral distribution of the systematics. We assess the experimental feasibility and find that the moderate
parameters of the proposed scheme are in line with technological capabilities. The described attenuation of
the gravity-gradient-induced uncertainty removes one major obstacle in quantum tests of the UFF and
allows us to consider mission scenarios with target accuracies beyond the state of the art.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The equivalence principle is a remarkable concept of
physics, as it threads its way through scientific history,
facilitating our understanding of gravity since the times of
Galileo and Newton. Postulating the equivalence of inertial
and gravitationalmass implies the same free fall acceleration
of objects of different composition, which has been labeled
as the universality of free fall (UFF). This notion, together
with the principle of relativity, today lays the foundation for
General Relativity, which constitutes the present perception
of the macroscopic world. Even more, in its modern
formulation comprising the UFF, local Lorentz invariance,
and local position invariance, the Einstein equivalence
principle (EEP) consolidates the assumptions required to

comprehend gravity as a purely geometrical phenomenon
and therefore serves as classification for gravitational
theories [1]. Gravity is, however, the only fundamental
force of nature that could not yet be integrated into the
Standard Model, which explains particle phenomena on the
microscopic scale with outstanding success, ranging from
high-energy physics as observed in particle colliders to the
ultracold realm of atomoptics.Moreover, the significance of
dark energy and darkmatter for cosmological considerations
supports the effort to unveil a more fundamental, general
theory that yieldsGeneral Relativity and the StandardModel
as low energy limits. Attempts to find such a theory predict a
violation of the EEP by introducing additional forces or
fields that break the universal coupling of gravity to matter
[2,3]. As a consequence, despite its elegant simplicity and its
hitherto unchallenged success, the equivalence principle is
subject to a large range of validation tests including, for
example, tests of the gravitational redshift of clocks, or of
local Lorentz invariance. Among those experiments, special
attention is paid to the UFF, as Schiff’s conjecture [4] and
arguments based on energy conservation [5] indicate that
violation of one of the constituents of EEP implies a
violation of the others, and UFF tests are likely to be the
most promising route to detect such a violation [3].
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Figure 8. Orbital modulation (a) and gravity-gradient compensation (b) are two examples of e↵ective miti-
gation techniques. (a) In an inertial-pointing spacecraft ke↵ , and hence the sensitivity axis, remains constant
with respect to a non-rotating frame, whereas the direction of the local gravitational acceleration g changes
along the orbit. The signal of interest (possible UFF violations) is therefore modulated with a frequency !orb

and can be separated from systematic e↵ects whose modulation frequencies are di↵erent multiples of !orb.
(b) Spacetime diagram of the wave-packet trajectories in an atom interferometer for a freely falling frame. For
a uniform field these trajectories would be straight lines (dashed), but tidal forces open them up (continuous
lines) and would lead to an open interferometer. This can be overcome by suitably adjusting the momentum
transfer from the central pulse.

7.3. Orbital modulation

In laboratories on Earth the experimental set-up typically co-rotates with Earth. In
contrast, experiments in orbit around Earth o↵er more flexibility in this respect. In
fact, one can take advantage of the orbital modulation to separate the signal of interest
from various kinds of systematic e↵ects [239,240]. A simple choice is a spacecraft with
inertial pointing, i.e. vanishing angular velocity with respect to the non-rotating frame,
where the direction of ke↵ is fixed and unwanted e↵ects associated with rotations are
minimized. For a UFF test with a di↵erential measurement of two atomic species, as
described in Sec. 5.2, the signal is given by ke↵ · (g2 � g1)T 2 = ⌘2,1 ke↵ · g T 2 and
for a circular orbit with inertial pointing ke↵ · g / cos(!orbt). Instead, the systematic
e↵ects due to Earth’s gravity gradient and given by Equation (11) are proportional to
cos(2!orbt), as can be seen from the fact that the gravity gradient tensor is the same
for any pair of antipodal points on the orbit. On the other hand, the contribution from
the gravity gradient caused by the spacecraft itself is constant along the orbit and the
same is true for higher orders in a multipole expansion of the gravitational field around
the location of the atoms1, which are dominated by the local mass distribution (as
explained for instance in Appendix A of Ref. [39]).

It is therefore possible to separate those contributions with di↵erent modulation
frequencies when demodulating the measured signal through Fourier analysis. In par-
ticular, while the signal of interest is modulated at a frequency !orb, systematic e↵ects
due to Earth’s gravity gradient are modulated at 2!orb and those associated with the
spacecraft’s local mass distribution are time-independent (zero frequency). In addition,

1Earth’s gravitational field gives a much smaller contribution to higher orders in this multipole expansion
which does change along the orbit, but is typically suppressed by seven orders of magnitude or more compared
to the gravity-gradient term.
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25 Figure 8. Orbital modulation (a) and gravity-gradient compensation (b) are two examples of e↵ective miti-
gation techniques. (a) In an inertial-pointing spacecraft ke↵ , and hence the sensitivity axis, remains constant
with respect to a non-rotating frame, whereas the direction of the local gravitational acceleration g changes
along the orbit. The signal of interest (possible UFF violations) is therefore modulated with a frequency !orb

and can be separated from systematic e↵ects whose modulation frequencies are di↵erent multiples of !orb.
(b) Spacetime diagram of the wave-packet trajectories in an atom interferometer for a freely falling frame. For
a uniform field these trajectories would be straight lines (dashed), but tidal forces open them up (continuous
lines) and would lead to an open interferometer. This can be overcome by suitably adjusting the momentum
transfer from the central pulse.

7.3. Orbital modulation

In laboratories on Earth the experimental set-up typically co-rotates with Earth. In
contrast, experiments in orbit around Earth o↵er more flexibility in this respect. In
fact, one can take advantage of the orbital modulation to separate the signal of interest
from various kinds of systematic e↵ects [239,240]. A simple choice is a spacecraft with
inertial pointing, i.e. vanishing angular velocity with respect to the non-rotating frame,
where the direction of ke↵ is fixed and unwanted e↵ects associated with rotations are
minimized. For a UFF test with a di↵erential measurement of two atomic species, as
described in Sec. 5.2, the signal is given by ke↵ · (g2 � g1)T 2 = ⌘2,1 ke↵ · g T 2 and
for a circular orbit with inertial pointing ke↵ · g / cos(!orbt). Instead, the systematic
e↵ects due to Earth’s gravity gradient and given by Equation (11) are proportional to
cos(2!orbt), as can be seen from the fact that the gravity gradient tensor is the same
for any pair of antipodal points on the orbit. On the other hand, the contribution from
the gravity gradient caused by the spacecraft itself is constant along the orbit and the
same is true for higher orders in a multipole expansion of the gravitational field around
the location of the atoms1, which are dominated by the local mass distribution (as
explained for instance in Appendix A of Ref. [39]).

It is therefore possible to separate those contributions with di↵erent modulation
frequencies when demodulating the measured signal through Fourier analysis. In par-
ticular, while the signal of interest is modulated at a frequency !orb, systematic e↵ects
due to Earth’s gravity gradient are modulated at 2!orb and those associated with the
spacecraft’s local mass distribution are time-independent (zero frequency). In addition,

1Earth’s gravitational field gives a much smaller contribution to higher orders in this multipole expansion
which does change along the orbit, but is typically suppressed by seven orders of magnitude or more compared
to the gravity-gradient term.
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Advantages of space

• Microgravity conditions:

‣ Long free evolution times.

‣ No gravitational sag.

‣ Long times close to source masses possible.

• Gravitationally quiet environment.

• Access to larger gravitational potential and velocity variations.

• Orbital modulation techniques.
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also sparked hope among researchers by show-
ing that a virus injected directly into one tumour 
could rein in tumours elsewhere in the body.

DEATH BY ASSOCIATION
The viruses work by generating an immune 
response. After the virus infects and kills can-
cer cells, the immune system eliminates the 
virus and ends up also getting rid of the dead 
cancer cells. “The side effect from eliminating 
the virus is that the systemic immune system 
recognizes the cancer cells,” says Tomoki Todo, 
a neurosurgeon at the University of Tokyo. 
“Then it starts to attack even those cancer cells 
that are not infected by the virus.”

Scientists reasoned that bolstering such an 
immune response — for example, by using 
a checkpoint inhibitor — could amplify this 
indirect effect. These inhibitors sometimes 
send cancer into remission for years, but only 
for a fraction of people.

Studies in mice suggest that combining 
checkpoint inhibitors with cancer-killing 
viruses might boost that percentage. And in 
a small clinical trial involving 21 people with 
advanced melanoma, Imlygic, together with 
a checkpoint inhibitor, significantly shrank 
tumours in 62% of participants and wiped 
them out altogether in 33% (A. Ribas et al. Cell 
170, 1109–1119; 2017).

When researchers have combined check-
point inhibitors with other treatments, they 
have met with mixed success. Some fervently 
anticipated combinations have failed in clinical 
trials. “Could the same thing happen with onc-
olytic viruses? Sure,” says Dmitriy Zamarin, 
an oncologist at the Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center in New York City.

But Zamarin and others are cautiously 
optimistic. Many checkpoint-inhibitor com-
binations target a specific protein, Zamarin 
notes, whereas oncolytic viruses provoke a 
much broader immune response that can tar-
get cancer in a number of different ways. “That 
gives us some comfort,” he says. !

Q U A N T U M  P H Y S I C S

Universe’s coolest lab set to 
open up quantum world
NASA’s Cold Atom Laboratory will allow physicists to play with quantum phenomena  
like never before.

B Y  E L I Z A B E T H  G I B N E Y

Quantum physicists are about to get 
their own playground in space. NASA’s 
Cold Atom Laboratory, scheduled to 

launch to the International Space Station on 
20 May, is set to be the coldest place in the 
known Universe. Researchers will use the lab 
to probe quantum phenomena that would be 
impossible to observe on Earth.

The US$83-million mission will be used 
to study quantum mechanics on the mac-
roscopic scale by making a state of matter 
known as a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC). 
These are clouds of hundreds of thousands of 
atoms that, when chilled to just above abso-
lute zero, behave as waves that synchronize 
into a single quantum object. “Just being able 
to do these experiments in space I think is a 
huge accomplishment,” says Kamal Oudrhiri, 
mission manager at the Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California.

On Earth, gravitational forces usually dis-
perse these condensates within a few seconds. 
The closest that BECs have come to being in 
space-like conditions is during brief stints in 
a research rocket, or falling from a drop tower 
over 9 seconds. But, floating on the space sta-
tion, they should be able to exist for at least 
10 seconds. That’s long enough for them to 
be cooled to record-low temperatures — 
perhaps as little as 20 trillionths of a degree 
above absolute zero. That would be the cold-
est known temperature in the Universe, says 

Oudrhiri. Colder and long-lasting conden-
sates will “push the frontiers of studying fun-
damental physics”, says Gretchen Campbell, 
an atomic physicist at the US National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology in Gaithers-
burg, Maryland. “It’s something people have 
hoped for for almost 15 years.”

DOWN-SIZED KIT
Real estate on the space station is at a pre-
mium, so engineers had to crunch down 
atomic-physics equipment that usually fills a 
large room into a cool-box-sized chest. The 
equipment will cool rubidium and potassium 
atoms by scattering laser light off the particles 

in all directions to slow them to almost a 
standstill. It will then use magnetic fields to 
trap the cloud. To create the condensate, other 
cooling techniques are used to push the cloud 
even closer to absolute zero — including 
creaming off the most energetic atoms using 
a radio-wave ‘knife’ and widening the trap to 
let the cloud expand.

Engineers also had to design shielding to 
protect the delicate condensates from inter-
ference from densely packed components and 
from Earth’s varying magnetic field. Although 
astronauts will unpack and install the equip-
ment, the experiments will run only while the 
team is asleep to minimize disruption from 

Instruments on NASA’s Cold Atom Laboratory will cool atoms to near absolute zero (artist’s concept).
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Space-borne Bose–Einstein condensation for 
precision interferometry
Dennis Becker1,16, Maike D. Lachmann1,16, Stephan T. Seidel1,15,16, Holger Ahlers1, Aline N. Dinkelaker2, Jens Grosse3,4,  
Ortwin Hellmig5, Hauke Müntinga3, Vladimir Schkolnik2, Thijs Wendrich1, André Wenzlawski6, Benjamin Weps7,  
Robin Corgier1,8, Tobias Franz7, Naceur Gaaloul1, Waldemar Herr1, Daniel Lüdtke7, Manuel Popp1, Sirine Amri8,  
Hannes Duncker5, Maik Erbe9, Anja Kohfeldt9, André Kubelka-Lange3, Claus Braxmaier3,4, Eric Charron8, Wolfgang Ertmer1, 
Markus Krutzik2, Claus Lämmerzahl3, Achim Peters2, Wolfgang P. Schleich10,11,12,13, Klaus Sengstock5, Reinhold Walser14, 
Andreas Wicht9, Patrick Windpassinger6 & Ernst M. Rasel1*

Owing to the low-gravity conditions in space, space-borne 
laboratories enable experiments with extended free-fall times. 
Because Bose–Einstein condensates have an extremely low expansion 
energy, space-borne atom interferometers based on Bose–Einstein 
condensation have the potential to have much greater sensitivity to 
inertial forces than do similar ground-based interferometers. On 
23 January 2017, as part of the sounding-rocket mission MAIUS-
1, we created Bose–Einstein condensates in space and conducted 
110 experiments central to matter-wave interferometry, including 
laser cooling and trapping of atoms in the presence of the large 
accelerations experienced during launch. Here we report on 
experiments conducted during the six minutes of in-space flight 
in which we studied the phase transition from a thermal ensemble 
to a Bose–Einstein condensate and the collective dynamics of the 
resulting condensate. Our results provide insights into conducting 
cold-atom experiments in space, such as precision interferometry, 
and pave the way to miniaturizing cold-atom and photon-based 
quantum information concepts for satellite-based implementation. 
In addition, space-borne Bose–Einstein condensation opens up the 
possibility of quantum gas experiments in low-gravity conditions1,2.

Studies of quantum systems such as matter-waves in the presence of 
a gravitational field3 can help to improve our understanding of general 
relativity4 and quantum mechanics. Because the sensitivity of measur-
ing inertial forces with matter-wave interferometers is proportional 
to the square of the time that the atoms spend in the interferometer5, 
an extended free-fall of atoms in the interferometer results in a large 
enhancement in sensitivity1,6. In this context, slowly spreading ensem-
bles with pico- or femtokelvin-scale expansion energies, obtained by 
Bose–Einstein condensation7,8 in combination with ‘delta-kick’ col-
limation9–11, remain in the interferometer for longer and are there-
fore essential for interferometry over timescales of the order of tens of 
seconds. The associated large coherence lengths of the ensemble are 
needed to combine precision with accuracy1.

Generating and manipulating Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) 
with low expansion energies is difficult because they can easily be 
compromised by experimental imperfections, very small forces and 
gravity. By creating a BEC on board a sounding rocket, we successfully 
demonstrated key atom-optics methods under microgravity conditions. 
Our experimental apparatus12–14 (Fig.!1) is equipped with a multilayer 
atom chip15–17. Its in-flight performance compares well with ground-
based demonstrations, producing about 105 atoms in 1.6!s. This flux 

made it possible to perform a large number of experiments during the 
space flight, exemplified here by images of a space-based BEC (Fig.!1e) 
and of Bragg scattering of a BEC (Fig.!1f). The latter shows the spatial 
density profile of the BEC and its replica, which was generated by Bragg 
scattering at a light crystal and moves with a relative velocity that corre-
sponds to the transfer of two photon recoils. In Fig.!1f we compare the 
size of the BEC in terms of the Thomas–Fermi radius and its separation 
from its replica 70!ms after the Bragg scattering event, which occurred 
15.6!ms after the release of the BEC from the atom chip. The expan-
sion velocity of the BEC is nine times smaller than the velocity that is 
transferred during Bragg scattering. The stripe pattern results from an 
intensity modulation of the light fields that induce the Bragg scattering.

In Fig.!2 we summarize the experiments of the MAIUS-1 mission 
that were performed in space and during the launch of the rocket. These 
experiments build on those of the QUANTUS collaboration18,19, and 
complement those on dual-species interferometry20 and those that 
involve clocks based on laser-cooled atoms21. They are also instru-
mental for NASA’s Cold Atom Laboratory2 (CAL) on the International 
Space Station (ISS) and for the NASA-DLR Bose–Einstein Condensate 
and Cold Atom Laboratory (BECCAL) multi-user facility, which is cur-
rently in the planning phase22.

Here we report on BEC experiments with rubidium-87 atoms in 
space. We studied the phase transition from a thermal ensemble to a 
BEC by adjusting the temperature via forced radio-frequency evapora-
tion of thermal atoms out of the atom-chip magnetic trap. In Fig.!3a we 
show the spatial atomic density of the thermal ensemble and the BEC at 
three different final radio frequencies of the forced evaporation (at the 
final cooling step). During the phase transition, with decreasing tem-
perature the number of atoms in the thermal ensemble (extracted using 
a Gaussian fit, red curve in Fig.!3a) decreases markedly whereas that 
in the BEC increases (parabolic fit, blue curve in Fig.!3a). In Fig.!3b, c  
we compare the formation of BECs in space and on the ground; we 
also plot the fraction of atoms in the BEC with respect to!the total 
atom number.

The comparison reveals that, for the same final radio frequency, the 
observed ratio of thermal and condensed atoms (and hence the fraction 
of the total number of atoms in the BEC) was lower in space than on 
the ground. We suspect that this difference is due to a change in the 
magnetic field in space with respect to that on the ground, resulting 
from, for example, a thermal drift in the current supply. In addition, 
the numbers of atoms in the thermal ensemble and in the BEC in space 
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Owing to the low-gravity conditions in space, space-borne 
laboratories enable experiments with extended free-fall times. 
Because Bose–Einstein condensates have an extremely low expansion 
energy, space-borne atom interferometers based on Bose–Einstein 
condensation have the potential to have much greater sensitivity to 
inertial forces than do similar ground-based interferometers. On 
23 January 2017, as part of the sounding-rocket mission MAIUS-
1, we created Bose–Einstein condensates in space and conducted 
110 experiments central to matter-wave interferometry, including 
laser cooling and trapping of atoms in the presence of the large 
accelerations experienced during launch. Here we report on 
experiments conducted during the six minutes of in-space flight 
in which we studied the phase transition from a thermal ensemble 
to a Bose–Einstein condensate and the collective dynamics of the 
resulting condensate. Our results provide insights into conducting 
cold-atom experiments in space, such as precision interferometry, 
and pave the way to miniaturizing cold-atom and photon-based 
quantum information concepts for satellite-based implementation. 
In addition, space-borne Bose–Einstein condensation opens up the 
possibility of quantum gas experiments in low-gravity conditions1,2.

Studies of quantum systems such as matter-waves in the presence of 
a gravitational field3 can help to improve our understanding of general 
relativity4 and quantum mechanics. Because the sensitivity of measur-
ing inertial forces with matter-wave interferometers is proportional 
to the square of the time that the atoms spend in the interferometer5, 
an extended free-fall of atoms in the interferometer results in a large 
enhancement in sensitivity1,6. In this context, slowly spreading ensem-
bles with pico- or femtokelvin-scale expansion energies, obtained by 
Bose–Einstein condensation7,8 in combination with ‘delta-kick’ col-
limation9–11, remain in the interferometer for longer and are there-
fore essential for interferometry over timescales of the order of tens of 
seconds. The associated large coherence lengths of the ensemble are 
needed to combine precision with accuracy1.

Generating and manipulating Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) 
with low expansion energies is difficult because they can easily be 
compromised by experimental imperfections, very small forces and 
gravity. By creating a BEC on board a sounding rocket, we successfully 
demonstrated key atom-optics methods under microgravity conditions. 
Our experimental apparatus12–14 (Fig.!1) is equipped with a multilayer 
atom chip15–17. Its in-flight performance compares well with ground-
based demonstrations, producing about 105 atoms in 1.6!s. This flux 

made it possible to perform a large number of experiments during the 
space flight, exemplified here by images of a space-based BEC (Fig.!1e) 
and of Bragg scattering of a BEC (Fig.!1f). The latter shows the spatial 
density profile of the BEC and its replica, which was generated by Bragg 
scattering at a light crystal and moves with a relative velocity that corre-
sponds to the transfer of two photon recoils. In Fig.!1f we compare the 
size of the BEC in terms of the Thomas–Fermi radius and its separation 
from its replica 70!ms after the Bragg scattering event, which occurred 
15.6!ms after the release of the BEC from the atom chip. The expan-
sion velocity of the BEC is nine times smaller than the velocity that is 
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magnetic field in space with respect to that on the ground, resulting 
from, for example, a thermal drift in the current supply. In addition, 
the numbers of atoms in the thermal ensemble and in the BEC in space 
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Precision measurement of the Newtonian
gravitational constant using cold atoms
G. Rosi1, F. Sorrentino1, L. Cacciapuoti2, M. Prevedelli3 & G. M. Tino1

About 300 experiments have tried to determine the value of the New-
tonian gravitational constant, G, so far, but large discrepancies in
the results have made it impossible to know its value precisely1. The
weakness of the gravitational interaction and the impossibility of
shielding the effects of gravity make it very difficult to measure G while
keeping systematic effects under control. Most previous experiments
performed were based on the torsion pendulum or torsion balance
scheme as in the experiment by Cavendish2 in 1798, and in all cases
macroscopic masses were used. Here we report the precise determi-
nation of G using laser-cooled atoms and quantum interferometry.
We obtain the value G 5 6.67191(99) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22 with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 150 parts per million (the combined standard
uncertainty is given in parentheses). Our value differs by 1.5 com-
bined standard deviations from the current recommended value of
the Committee on Data for Science and Technology3. A concep-
tually different experiment such as ours helps to identify the system-
atic errors that have proved elusive in previous experiments, thus
improving the confidence in the value of G. There is no definitive
relationship between G and the other fundamental constants, and
there is no theoretical prediction for its value, against which to test
experimental results. Improving the precision with which we know
G has not only a pure metrological interest, but is also important
because of the key role that G has in theories of gravitation, cosmol-
ogy, particle physics and astrophysics and in geophysical models.

The basic idea of our experiment is to use an atom interferometer as
a gravity sensor and a well-characterized mass as the source of a gra-
vitational field. From the precise measurement of the atoms’ accelera-
tion produced by the source mass and from the knowledge of the mass
distribution, it is possible to extract the value of G using the formula

F r! "~{G
M1M2

r2 r̂

where r̂ is the radial unit vector.
Atom interferometers4,5 are new tools for experimental gravitation,

for example in precision measurements of gravitational acceleration6

and gravity gradients7, as gyroscopes based on the Sagnac effect8, for
testing the 1/r2 law9, in general relativity10 and quantum gravity models11,
and in applications in geophysics12. Proof-of-principle experiments to
measure G using atom interferometry have been reported13–15. Ongo-
ing studies show that future experiments in space will take full advan-
tage of the potential sensitivity of atom interferometers for fundamental
physics tests16. The possibility of using atom interferometry for gravi-
tational wave detection is being studied17.

Because the problem in the determination of G depends on the pres-
ence of unidentified systematic errors, our experiment was designed
with a double-differential configuration to be as insensitive as possible
to such effects: the atomic sensor was a double interferometer in a gravity
gradiometer configuration, to subtract common-mode spurious signals,
and to produce the gravitational field we used two sets of well-characterized
tungsten masses that were placed in two different positions to modulate

the relevant gravitational signal. An additional cancellation of common-
mode spurious effects was obtained by reversing the direction of the
two-photon recoil used to split and recombine the wave packets in the
interferometer18. Efforts were devoted to the control of systematics
related to atomic trajectories, the positioning of the atoms and effects
due to stray fields. The high density of tungsten was instrumental in
maximizing the signal and in compensating for the Earth’s gravita-
tional gradient in the region containing the atom interferometers, thus
reducing the sensitivity of the experiment to the vertical position and
size of the atomic probes.

The atom interferometer is realized using light pulses to stimulate
87Rb atoms at the two-photon Raman transition between the hyperfine
levels F 5 1 and F 5 2 of the ground state19. The light field is generated
by two counter-propagating laser beams with wave vectors k1 and
k2 <2k1 aligned along the vertical direction. The gravity gradiometer
consists of two vertically separated atom interferometers operated in
differential mode. Two atomic clouds launched along the vertical dir-
ection are simultaneously interrogated by the same p/2–p–p/2 pulse
sequence. The difference in the phase shifts detected at the output of
each interferometer provides a direct measurement of the differential
acceleration induced by gravity on the two atomic samples. In this way,
any spurious acceleration induced by vibrations or seismic noise in the
common reference frame identified by the vertical Raman beams is effi-
ciently rejected.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experiment. The atom interferometer
apparatus and the source mass assembly are described in detail elsewhere20,21.
In the vacuum chamber at the bottom of the apparatus, a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) collects ,109 rubidium atoms. After turning the
MOT magnetic field off, the atoms are launched vertically along the
symmetry axis of the vacuum tube by using the ‘moving-molasses’ tech-
nique. During the launch sequence, atoms are laser cooled to a temper-
ature of ,4mK. We juggle two atomic samples to have them reach the
apogees of their ballistic trajectories at about 60 and, respectively, 90 cm
above the MOT, with a vertical separation of 328 mm.

The atoms are velocity-selected and prepared in the magnetic-field-
insensitive jF 5 1, mF 5 0æ hyperfine state with a combination of three
pRaman pulses and two resonant laser pulses used to remove the atoms
occupying the wrong hyperfine state. The interferometers are realized at
the centre of the vertical tube shown in Fig. 1. In this region, surrounded
by two cylindrical magnetic shields, a uniform magnetic field of 29mT
along the vertical direction defines the quantization axis. Here atoms
are subjected to the Raman three-pulse interferometer sequence. The
central p pulse occurs about 6 ms after the atoms reach the apogees of
their trajectories. At the end of the atoms’ ballistic flight, the population
of the ground state is measured by selectively exciting the atoms in both
hyperfine levels of the ground state and detecting the light-induced
fluorescence emission. We typically detect 105 atoms on each rubidium
sample at the end of the interferometer sequence. Each measurement
takes 1.9 s. The information on the relative phase shift between the two
atom interferometers is extracted from the Lissajous curve that is obtained
when the signal of one interferometer is plotted as a function of the signal
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Observation of Bose–Einstein condensates 
in an Earth-orbiting research lab
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Quantum mechanics governs the microscopic world, where low mass and momentum 
reveal a natural wave–particle duality. Magnifying quantum behaviour to 
macroscopic scales is a major strength of the technique of cooling and trapping 
atomic gases, in which low momentum is engineered through extremely low 
temperatures. Advances in this !eld have achieved such precise control over atomic 
systems that gravity, often negligible when considering individual atoms, has 
emerged as a substantial obstacle. In particular, although weaker trapping !elds 
would allow access to lower temperatures1,2, gravity empties atom traps that are too 
weak. Additionally, inertial sensors based on cold atoms could reach better 
sensitivities if the free-fall time of the atoms after release from the trap could be made 
longer3. Planetary orbit, speci!cally the condition of perpetual free-fall, o"ers to lift 
cold-atom studies beyond such terrestrial limitations. Here we report production of 
rubidium Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) in an Earth-orbiting research laboratory, 
the Cold Atom Lab. We observe subnanokelvin BECs in weak trapping potentials with 
free-expansion times extending beyond one second, providing an initial 
demonstration of the advantages o"ered by a microgravity environment for 
cold-atom experiments and verifying the successful operation of this facility. With 
routine BEC production, continuing operations will support long-term investigations 
of trap topologies unique to microgravity4,5, atom-laser sources6, few-body physics7,8 
and path!nding techniques for atom-wave interferometry9–12.

With the launch and operation of the#Cold Atom Lab (CAL), NASA has 
established the sustained study and development of quantum technolo-
gies in orbit. This versatile, multi-user research facility has travelled 
over 400#million kilometres on board the International Space Station 
(ISS) since June 2018, under remote operation from the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. Exploiting the microgravity environment of space, 
researchers can utilize the full sensitivity of ultracold matter-waves to 
explore fundamental physics and the organizing principles of complex 
systems from which structure and dynamics emerge—executing major 
‘thrusts’ of the National Research Council’s Decadal Survey that define 
the frontier of space-based fundamental physical science13.

Understanding quantum mechanics has made possible the 
now-ubiquitous technologies of lasers, semiconductors and  
transistors, but remaining elusive is its relationship with general relativ-
ity, the physics of gravity, which is well understood at macroscale to 
astronomic scales. Scaling quantum mechanics to macroscopic sizes 
is a primary goal of cooling atomic gases towards absolute zero, where 
wave-like behaviour markedly increases as temperature drops. With 
enough cooling, each atom’s wavelength approaches the interparticle 
spacing and the system exhibits the macroscopic quantum behaviour 
of superfluidity. For a dilute gas of bosons—the type of atoms contained 
in CAL—this phenomenon is known as Bose–Einstein condensation. 

These quantum gases, and particularly BECs, have been studied for 
their intrinsic properties, used as analogues of more inaccessible sys-
tems, or applied as inertial sensing matter waves. The state-of-the-art 
technology has advanced to such a degree that additional cooling 
techniques are stifled by gravity. For example, the confining potentials 
that trap the atoms can be adiabatically decompressed to decrease 
temperature, but only until the local potential minimum is collapsed 
by gravity’s asymmetric pull. Furthermore, following release from an 
atom trap, gravity-induced centre-of-mass motion greatly limits the 
system’s utility as an inertial sensor. The ideal conditions for engineer-
ing macroscopic atom-waves thus becomes ultracold temperatures 
combined with reduced gravity.

Pioneering cold-atom experiments have mitigated the effects of 
gravity through a variety of methods. Ground-based levitation tech-
niques accomplish a localized counter-balance to gravity in decom-
pression experiments1, but they introduce mass- and state-dependent 
forces that broadly limit atom-wave interferometry and tests between 
multiple atomic species. Because cold-atom experiments require 
an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) to thermally isolate the atoms from the  
ambient environment, the primary solutions are either to enlarge the 
size of the UHV chamber or increase the free-fall time of the entire appa-
ratus. Ground-based interferometers have achieved state-of-the-art 
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Abstract
Microgravity eases several constraints limiting experiments with ultracold and
condensed atoms on ground. It enables extended times of flight without suspension
and eliminates the gravitational sag for trapped atoms. These advantages motivated
numerous initiatives to adapt and operate experimental setups on microgravity
platforms. We describe the design of the payload, motivations for design choices, and
capabilities of the Bose-Einstein Condensate and Cold Atom Laboratory (BECCAL), a
NASA-DLR collaboration. BECCAL builds on the heritage of previous devices operated
in microgravity, features rubidium and potassium, multiple options for magnetic and
optical trapping, di!erent methods for coherent manipulation, and will o!er new
perspectives for experiments on quantum optics, atom optics, and atom
interferometry in the unique microgravity environment on board the International
Space Station.
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1 Introduction
Laser cooling and the creation of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [1] have opened up
the field of dilute ultracold quantum gases. These systems enable the study of fundamental
aspects of quantum mechanics, such as the evolution of matter waves [2], the transition of
quantum statistic to classical thermodynamics [3], the impact of the dimensionality and
topology of the gases [4] and may also probe the interface between quantum mechanics
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the resonance condition due to the initial velocity of the
atoms cancel out at linear order and only much smaller
terms quadratic in the velocity contribute. Finally, the
spatial dependence of the effective phase associated with
the two-photon process cancels out in the laboratory frame
and the hypersurfaces of constant phase correspond to
simultaneity hypersurfaces in this frame, which is crucial to
guarantee the proper synchronization of the inversion
pulses acting on the two interferometer arms. In fact,
due to the relativity of simultaneity for spatially separated
events, these pulses do not act simultaneously on both arms
in the freely falling frame [33], and this is actually how the
insensitivity to gravitational redshift for a uniform field is
circumvented in this case.
As shown by Eq. (7), the new interferometry scheme

displayed in Fig. 2 can successfully measure the difference
of gravitational time dilation between the two arms during
the free evolution between the two inversion pulses. In
order to confirm that these measurements can indeed be
interpreted as tests of the universality of gravitational
redshift (UGR) with macroscopically delocalized quan-
tum superpositions, we will follow the approach of
Ref. [33] and consider a dilaton model [57,58] as a
consistent framework for parametrizing violations of
the equivalence principle. For weak gravitational fields
the effect of the dilaton field amounts to replacing the
potential term in Eq. (6) with mn!1" !n#U!t0;X#, where
the parameters !n encode deviations from a metric theory
of gravity and are directly related to the Eötvös parameter
"e-g characterizing the violations of UFF for the two
internal states: "e-g ! !!2 " !1#. With this new propaga-
tion phase one can rederive the result for the differential
phase shift in Eq. (7) and find that the proper-time
difference !#b " !#a is replaced by

!#̄b " !#̄a ! !1" $e-g#!g!z=c2#!tf " ti#; !8#

where $e-g parametrizes the violations of UGR and is
given by

$e-g $
m1

!m
!!2 " !1#; !9#

which reveals the close connection between UGR and
UFF [59]. The result in Eqs. (8) and (9) coincides with
what is obtained for the comparison of two independent
clocks with a height difference !z. In this case, however, a
single clock is in a quantum superposition of two spatially
separated wave packets.
It should be noted that in order to compare with the

expected general relativistic result in Eq. (7) and place
bounds on the parameter $e-g, both the gravitational
acceleration g and the energy difference !E $ !mc2 as
well as !z and !tf " ti# should be measured independently.
The energy difference !E can be determined by standard

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the VLBAI facility, a 10-m
atomic fountain capable of simultaneously operating Rb and Yb
atom interferometers. The directions of the laser beams employed
for the inversion (red) and Bragg-diffraction (green and blue)
pulses are also displayed. The upward propagating beams
have been retroreflected by the vibrationally isolated mirror
at the bottom.

FIG. 3. Relevant energy levels and transitions for Yb atoms.
The two-photon E1–M1 transition (red arrows) employed for the
inversion pulses can be interpreted as the absorption of two
counterpropagating equal-frequency photons. On the other hand,
the Bragg transition (blue and green arrows) on which the
diffraction pulses are based involves the absorption and stimu-
lated emission of two counterpropagating photons with a slight
frequency difference !%=2& that accounts for the change of the
atom’s kinetic energy. The two clock states are respectively
indicated with orange and purple color.
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The creation of delocalized coherent superpositions of quantum systems experiencing different
relativistic effects is an important milestone in future research at the interface of gravity and quantum
mechanics. This milestone could be achieved by generating a superposition of quantum clocks that follow
paths with different gravitational time dilation and investigating the consequences on the interference signal
when they are eventually recombined. Light-pulse atom interferometry with elements employed in optical
atomic clocks is a promising candidate for that purpose, but it suffers from major challenges including its
insensitivity to the gravitational redshift in a uniform field. All of these difficulties can be overcome with
the novel scheme presented here, which is based on initializing the clock when the spatially separate
superposition has already been generated and performing a doubly differential measurement where the
differential phase shift between the two internal states is compared for different initialization times. This
scheme can be exploited to test the universality of the gravitational redshift with delocalized coherent
superpositions of quantum clocks, and it is argued that its experimental implementation should be feasible
with a new generation of 10-meter atomic fountains that will soon become available. Interestingly, the
approach also offers significant advantages for more compact setups based on guided interferometry or
hybrid configurations. Furthermore, in order to provide a solid foundation for the analysis of the various
interferometry schemes and the effects that can be measured with them, a general formalism for a
relativistic description of atom interferometry in curved spacetime is developed. It can describe freely
falling atoms as well as the effects of external forces and guiding potentials, and it can be applied to a very
wide range of situations. As an important ingredient for quantum-clock interferometry, suitable diffraction
mechanisms for atoms in internal-state superpositions are investigated too. Finally, the relation of the
proposed doubly differential measurement scheme to other experimental approaches and to tests of the
universality of free fall is discussed in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, a general formalism describing relativistic
effects in atom interferometry for atoms propagating in
curved spacetime is developed. This formalism is then
exploited in Sec. VI to present a novel scheme for quantum-
clock interferometry, which is sensitive to gravitational-
redshift effects and whose experimental implementation
should be within reach of the 10-meter atomic fountains of
Sr and Yb atoms that will soon become available at
Stanford and HITec (Hannover), respectively.
Remarkable advances in atom interferometry have

enabled the creation of macroscopically delocalized

quantum superpositions with atomic wave packets sepa-
rated up to half a meter [1]. Nevertheless, in all cases
realized so far, the differences in the dynamics of the two
wave packets of the superposition can be entirely described
in terms of Newtonian mechanics. While the impressive
precision of atomic clocks based on optical transitions
enables the measurement of the gravitational redshift for
height differences as little as one centimeter, this result is
achieved by comparing two independent clocks. In con-
trast, creating delocalized coherent superpositions of quan-
tum systems experiencing different relativistic effects
remains an important milestone in future research at the
interface of gravity and quantum mechanics.
This result couldbe achievedbygenerating a superposition

of quantum clocks that follow paths with different gravita-
tional time dilation and investigating the consequences on the
interference signal when they are eventually recombined [2].
More specifically, the proper-time differences between the
two interferometer arms imprint which-way information on
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This result couldbe achievedbygenerating a superposition

of quantum clocks that follow paths with different gravita-
tional time dilation and investigating the consequences on the
interference signal when they are eventually recombined [2].
More specifically, the proper-time differences between the
two interferometer arms imprint which-way information on
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Atomic clocks can measure the gravitational redshift predicted by general relativity with great accuracy
and for height differences as little as 1 cm. All existing experiments, however, involve the comparison of
two independent clocks at different locations rather than a single clock in a delocalized quantum
superposition. Here we present an interferometry scheme employing group-II-type atoms, such as Sr or Yb,
capable of measuring the gravitational time dilation in a coherent superposition of atomic wave packets at
two different heights. In contrast to other recent proposals, there is no need for pulses that can efficiently
diffract both internal states. Instead, the scheme relies on very simple atom optics for which high diffraction
efficiencies can be achieved with rather mild requirements on laser power. Furthermore, the effects of
vibration noise are subtracted by employing a simultaneous Rb interferometer that acts as an inertial
reference. Remarkably, the recently commissioned VLBAI facility in Hannover, a 10-m atomic fountain
that can simultaneously operate Yb and Rb atoms and enables up to 2.8 s of free evolution time, meets all
the requirements for a successful experimental implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Light-pulse atom interferometers [1,2] can create
quantum superpositions of atomic wave packets with
spatial separations reaching the half-meter scale [3],
and have shown a great potential as inertial sensors
[4,5] for both practical applications and highly sensitive
measurements in fundamental physics [6]. The latter
include the accurate determination of fundamental con-
stants [7–10] as well as high-precision tests of QED
[8–10], the universality of free fall (UFF) [11–14], and
certain dark-energy models [15–17].
On the other hand, the remarkable accuracy achieved by

atomic clocks [18–20], which has been exploited in
searches of ultralight dark-matter candidates [21] and of
tiny violations of Lorentz invariance [22,23], enables
measurements of the gravitational redshift that have con-
firmed the agreement with Einstein’s predictions to one part
in 105 [24,25] and for height differences as small as 1 cm

[26,27]. So far these experiments have always relied on the
comparison of several independent clocks. Nevertheless, in
order to investigate general relativistic effects in a truly
quantum regime, it would be of great interest to measure
the effects of gravitational time dilation for a single clock in
a quantum superposition of wave packets peaked at differ-
ent heights.
Contrary to initial claims [28], commonly employed

atom interferometers cannot be exploited to measure the
gravitational redshift [29,30]. In fact, even quantum-clock
interferometry experiments [31,32] where atoms are pre-
pared in a superposition of two internal states and then sent
through a light-pulse atom interferometer are insensitive to
gravitational time-dilation effects in a uniform gravitational
field [33,34]. As shown in Ref. [33], on the other hand, this
lack of sensitivity can be overcome by initializing the
quantum clock when the spatially separated superposition
of atomic wave packets has already been generated.
However, that scheme (and related ones [35]) involves
laser pulses capable of efficiently diffracting both internal
states. And such pulses entail very demanding requirements
on laser power or rather complex setups for implementing
new diffraction techniques that have not been demonstrated
yet and will need years of further development. Moreover,
some of these interferometer configurations [35] are also
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the resonance condition due to the initial velocity of the
atoms cancel out at linear order and only much smaller
terms quadratic in the velocity contribute. Finally, the
spatial dependence of the effective phase associated with
the two-photon process cancels out in the laboratory frame
and the hypersurfaces of constant phase correspond to
simultaneity hypersurfaces in this frame, which is crucial to
guarantee the proper synchronization of the inversion
pulses acting on the two interferometer arms. In fact,
due to the relativity of simultaneity for spatially separated
events, these pulses do not act simultaneously on both arms
in the freely falling frame [33], and this is actually how the
insensitivity to gravitational redshift for a uniform field is
circumvented in this case.
As shown by Eq. (7), the new interferometry scheme

displayed in Fig. 2 can successfully measure the difference
of gravitational time dilation between the two arms during
the free evolution between the two inversion pulses. In
order to confirm that these measurements can indeed be
interpreted as tests of the universality of gravitational
redshift (UGR) with macroscopically delocalized quan-
tum superpositions, we will follow the approach of
Ref. [33] and consider a dilaton model [57,58] as a
consistent framework for parametrizing violations of
the equivalence principle. For weak gravitational fields
the effect of the dilaton field amounts to replacing the
potential term in Eq. (6) with mn!1" !n#U!t0;X#, where
the parameters !n encode deviations from a metric theory
of gravity and are directly related to the Eötvös parameter
"e-g characterizing the violations of UFF for the two
internal states: "e-g ! !!2 " !1#. With this new propaga-
tion phase one can rederive the result for the differential
phase shift in Eq. (7) and find that the proper-time
difference !#b " !#a is replaced by

!#̄b " !#̄a ! !1" $e-g#!g!z=c2#!tf " ti#; !8#

where $e-g parametrizes the violations of UGR and is
given by

$e-g $
m1

!m
!!2 " !1#; !9#

which reveals the close connection between UGR and
UFF [59]. The result in Eqs. (8) and (9) coincides with
what is obtained for the comparison of two independent
clocks with a height difference !z. In this case, however, a
single clock is in a quantum superposition of two spatially
separated wave packets.
It should be noted that in order to compare with the

expected general relativistic result in Eq. (7) and place
bounds on the parameter $e-g, both the gravitational
acceleration g and the energy difference !E $ !mc2 as
well as !z and !tf " ti# should be measured independently.
The energy difference !E can be determined by standard

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the VLBAI facility, a 10-m
atomic fountain capable of simultaneously operating Rb and Yb
atom interferometers. The directions of the laser beams employed
for the inversion (red) and Bragg-diffraction (green and blue)
pulses are also displayed. The upward propagating beams
have been retroreflected by the vibrationally isolated mirror
at the bottom.

FIG. 3. Relevant energy levels and transitions for Yb atoms.
The two-photon E1–M1 transition (red arrows) employed for the
inversion pulses can be interpreted as the absorption of two
counterpropagating equal-frequency photons. On the other hand,
the Bragg transition (blue and green arrows) on which the
diffraction pulses are based involves the absorption and stimu-
lated emission of two counterpropagating photons with a slight
frequency difference !%=2& that accounts for the change of the
atom’s kinetic energy. The two clock states are respectively
indicated with orange and purple color.
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transitions to atom interferometry has already been dem-
onstrated for 88Sr atoms [48,49], but a large magnetic field
was necessary to turn the otherwise forbidden transition for
bosonic isotopes into a weakly allowed one. Since the use
of such magnetic fields does not seem viable for high-
precision measurements, fermionic isotopes, which are
harder to cool down to the required ultralow temperatures,
will need to be employed instead. Substantial efforts in this
direction are expected in the near future because several
large-scale projects [50,51] will rely on atom interferom-
eters based on such transitions. However, a number of years
of further development will still be necessary to reach the
required maturity level. Furthermore, using this kind of
pulse involves more sophisticated setups and frequency
stabilization methods. Instead, simpler diffraction tech-
niques available to any laboratory working on light-pulse
atom interferometry, such as standard Bragg diffraction,
would be desirable.

IV. ALTERNATIVE INTERFEROMETRY SCHEME

In order to address these challenges and look for
alternatives involving much simpler atom optics, let us
consider the possibility of measuring the phase shift
accumulated by the two internal states in separate shots
rather than simultaneously. This can be accomplished in
two shots as shown in Fig. 2. First, in one shot (A) the

initialization pulse (a !=2 pulse) at time ti is replaced with
an inversion pulse (a ! pulse) that swaps the internal state
from jgi to jei instead of generating an equal-amplitude
superposition. Furthermore, at some later time tf in the
same shot one applies a second inversion pulse that swaps
the internal state back to jgi. Next, one repeats the
measurement in a subsequent shot (B) with no inversion
pulses but the same laser-pulse sequence otherwise. The
differential phase shift between the two shots is then given
by the proper time spent by the atoms in the excited state
and how it differs for the two arms (a and b) due to the
gravitational redshift:

"#A ! "#B ! !!mc2"!$b ! !$a#=!
! !!mg!z"tf ! ti#=!; "7#

where !z is the vertical separation between the two arms,
and g is the gravitational acceleration along the z direction,
which coincides with the direction of the laser beams.
Interestingly, in contrast with the scheme depicted in Fig. 1,
this is achieved with a single differential measurement.
More importantly, the application of the second inver-

sion pulse implies that the second pair of diffraction
pulses also act on atoms in the ground state, which means
that all the diffraction pulses in both shots act on the same
internal state, and the challenge associated with the
diffraction of different internal states is entirely overcome.
In fact, an efficient diffraction mechanism for Sr and Yb
atoms in the ground state has already been demonstrated
in Refs. [52,53] and is readily available. It employs Bragg
diffraction based on the 1S0 ! 3P1 intercombination tran-
sition, a two-photon process schematically indicated with
blue and green arrows in Figs. 3 and 4. Alternatively,
Bragg diffraction based on the 1S0 ! 1P1 transition is also
possible [54]. Furthermore, large momentum transfer
(LMT), which allows reaching higher !z with shorter
times T 0 and leaving more time available for "tf ! ti#, was
demonstrated in both cases too. Finally, as done in
Refs. [52–54], these diffraction pulses can also be used
with bosonic isotopes, which have a simpler spectroscopic
structure that makes them simpler to cool and can even
reach Bose-Einstein condensation [53,55].
Besides the diffraction pulses, the inversion pulses also

play a central role. They are based on the two-photon E1–
M1 transition between the two clock states investigated in
Ref. [56]. It is indicated with red arrows in Figs. 3 and 4,
and employs equal-frequency counterpropagating photons
whose frequencies equal half the frequency of the clock
transition. In contrast to the single-photon case, they can
drive the transition between the clock states for bosonic
atoms without the need for strong magnetic fields to be
applied, and have three important and closely related
properties. First, in the laboratory frame the transition
implies no momentum transfer to the atomic wave packet.
Second, this is a Doppler-free transition; i.e., corrections to

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Central trajectories for a reversed Ramsey-Bordé
interferometer in the laboratory frame. (a) In this frame the
inversion pulses applied at times ti and tf in shot A act
simultaneously on both arms. Nevertheless, the proper time spent
in the excited state (purple) is slightly different for the two arms
due to gravitational time dilation. (b) By repeating the measure-
ment without inversion pulses in shot B and subtracting the phase
shifts obtained in the two cases, one gets the same result as in the
quantum-clock interferometry scheme of Fig. 1.
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Matter wave Atomic Gradiometer Interferometric Sensor

• 100-meter baseline atom interferometry in existing shaft at Fermilab

• Intermediate step to full-scale (km) detector for gravitational waves

• Clock atom sources (Sr) at three positions to realize a gradiometer

• Probes for ultralight scalar dark matter beyond current limits (Hz range)

• Extreme quantum superposition states: >meter wavepacket separation, 
up to 9 seconds duration
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MAGIS-100: GW detector prototype at Fermilab
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Figure 10 Space-time diagram of the operation of a pair of cold-atom interferometers based on
single-photon transitions between the ground state (blue) and the excited state (red dashed). The laser pulses
(wavy lines) travelling across the baseline from opposite sides are used to divide, redirect, and recombine the
atomic de Broglie waves, yielding interference patterns that are sensitive to the modulation of the light travel
time caused by DM or GWs (from [78]). For clarity, the sizes of the atom interferometers are shown on an
exaggerated scale

Figure 11 Possible experimental scheme. The beams of the two master lasers M1 and M2 are shown as
dotted and solid lines, respectively, together with the corresponding reference beams between the satellites,
R1 and R2. Two local oscillator lasers LO1 and LO2 (dashed lines) are phase-locked with R2 and R1,
respectively. Photodetectors PD1 and PD2 measure the heterodyne beatnote between the reference beams
R2 and R1 and the corresponding local lasers LO1 and LO2, respectively, providing feedback for the laser link.
Non-polarizing beam splitters are denoted by BS, and tip-tilt mirrors used for controlling the directions of the
laser beams are denoted by TTM. For clarity, small o!sets between overlapping laser beams have been
introduced. Figure taken from [40]

that this can be substantially suppressed by the di!erential measurement between the two
interferometers at x1 and x2 as suggested in [78]. The sensitivity of a single such interfer-
ometer could be substantially improved in the two-interferometer configuration outlined
here by measuring the di!erential phase shift between the widely-separated interferome-
ters [78]. The GW (or DM) signal provided by the di!erential phase shift is proportional
to the distance L between the interferometers, whereas the laser frequency noise largely
cancels in the di!erential signal.

Based on this approach using two cold-atom interferometers that perform a relative
measurement of di!erential phase shift, we propose a mission profile using a pair of satel-
lites similar to that used for atomic gravity gradiometers [81, 82], which is shown in Fig. 11.
As the atoms serve as precision laser frequency references, only two satellites operating

Figure 9. Space-time diagram of the operation of a pair of cold-atom interferometers based on single-photon

transitions between the ground state (blue) and the excited state (red dashed). The laser pulses (wavy lines)

travelling across the baseline from opposite sides are used to divide, redirect, and recombine the atomic de

Broglie waves, yielding interference patterns that are sensitive to the modulation of the light travel time caused

by DM or GWs (from [84]). For clarity, the sizes of the atom interferometers are shown on an exaggerated

scale.

quantum superposition of two paths and then recombining them. As in an atomic clock, the phase
shift recorded by each atom interferometer depends on the time spent in the excited state, which is
related directly to the light travel time across the baseline, namely L/c.

A single interferometer of the type described here, e.g., the interferometer at position x1 in Fig. 9,
would be sensitive to laser noise, but a crucial experiment has demonstrated [86] that this can be
substantially suppressed by the di↵erential measurement between the two interferometers at x1 and
x2 as suggested in [84]. The sensitivity of a single such interferometer could be substantially improved
in the two-interferometer configuration outlined here by measuring the di↵erential phase shift between
the widely-separated interferometers [84]. The GW (or DM) signal provided by the di↵erential phase
shift is proportional to the distance L between the interferometers, whereas the laser frequency noise
largely cancels in the di↵erential signal.

Based on this approach using two cold-atom interferometers that perform a relative measurement
of di↵erential phase shift, we propose a mission profile using a pair of satellites similar to that used
for atomic gravity gradiometers [87, 88], which is shown in Fig. 10. As the atoms serve as precision
laser frequency references, only two satellites operating along a single line-of-sight are required to
sense gravitational waves. The satellites both contain atom interferometers that are connected by
laser pulses propagating along the positive and negative z directions in the diagram, and the clouds of
ultracold atoms at the ends of the baseline of length L act as inertial test masses. There are intense
master lasers (M1 and M2) in the satellites, which drive the atomic transitions in the local atom
interferometers. After interaction with the atoms, each master laser beam is transmitted by the beam
splitter (BS) out of the satellite, and propagates towards the other satellite, and R1 and R2 are beams
from satellite 1 and 2, respectively, that play the roles of reference beams.

Intense local lasers LO1 and LO2 are used to operate the atom interferometers at each end
of the baseline. These otherwise independent local lasers are connected by reference laser beams

– 13 –
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Monitoring groundwater aquifers from space through gravitational measurements:
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Next Generation Gravity Mission (NGGM)

L ~ 100 km
Satellite 1 Satellite 2

Interféromètre 2M2

M
A

Interféromètre 1 M1

M
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GRICE: Mission and Instrument Concept (Phase 0 CNES)
Development of quantum sensors for space geodesy – 24/09/2021
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Sensitivity : ~10 µE.Hz-1/2*T. Lévèque et al, « Gravity Field Mapping Using Laser Coupled
Quantum Accelerometers in Space », J Geod 95, 15 (2021)
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II. CAI gradiometer Study

Builds on the concept proposed in Carraz et al., Microgravity Science and Technology 26, 139 (2014) 

� Atom chip production of ultracold atoms
Tat=100 pK

� Transport and splitting of a single source  
to feed two interferometer inputs

� Two interferometers separated by 50 cm
Interferometer duration 2T = 10 s

Expected measurement noise : 3.5 mE/Hz1/2

Competitive with GOCE gradiometers

CAI gradiometer
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Summary

• Quantum communication 
(quantum key distribution, tests of QFT in curved spacetime, …)

• Time and frequency distribution  
(metrological applications, chronometric geodesy, gravitational redshift tests, …)

• Quantum sensing 
(gravimetry, tests of equivalence principle, dark-matter searches, …)

• Earth observation
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